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Topics of Discussion

- Approaches to identifying and managing conflicts of interest
- Policies and procedures related to a conflicts management framework
- Categories of the types of conflicts that may exist for a firm
- Conflicts related to compensation arrangements
- Conflicts related to new product distribution
Introduction to Conflicts of Interest

Conflicts zone

Asymmetry of information

Explicit or implicit duty

Compromising incentives
Conflicts Management Framework

- Creating an enterprise-level framework
  - A conflicts framework enables firms to identify and manage conflicts across business lines.
  - Factors to consider in developing a conflicts framework, include the scope and scale of a firm’s business.

- Key features of a robust framework include:
  - “tone at the top” – A firm’s culture must emphasize the importance of ethical treatment of customers;
  - clear policies and procedures to identify and manage conflicts;
  - willingness to avoid severe conflicts;
  - effective disclosures to clients; and
  - hiring practices that rigorously review potential employees’ ethical, financial and regulatory history.
Conflicts Management Framework

- Policies and procedures adopted to manage conflicts include, among others:
  - defining conflicts in a way that helps staff identify them;
  - delineation of employees’ responsibilities;
  - defining escalation procedures; and
  - systematic identification of conflicts on an ongoing basis.
Business vs. Compliance

- What approach is your firm utilizing?
- Who owns the risk?
- Should conflicts be owned by the business or compliance?
- How are the right people integrated?
Categories of Conflicts

- In examining conflicts some firms categorize them in terms of:
  - Registered Representative vs. Client
  - Registered Representative vs. Firm
  - Firm vs. Client
  - Vendor vs. Client
Conflicts Related to Compensation Arrangements

- **Compensation structure for registered representatives**
  - Grid structures that offer higher payout rates for certain types of products may lead to product bias.

- **Compensation structure for managers and supervisors**
  - A manager’s compensation and bonus being tied to broader business unit performance targets may lead to management oversight conflicts.
Conflicts Related to Compensation Arrangements

- Effective practices utilized to mitigate conflicts related to compensation arrangements:
  - Surveillance and supervision of registered representatives’ sales activities as they approach compensation thresholds
  - Use of neutral grids to reduce product bias
  - Tying managers’ compensation and bonus structure to factors other than business unit performance and productivity
Conflicts Related to New Product Distribution

- Firms should determine which products it offers, customers to whom the product is offered and the terms that may apply.

- Firms should vet new products to identify conflicts of interest those products may present and take steps to mitigate those conflicts.

- The sale of products without a proper suitability determination for the sole purpose of generating revenue is a conflict for both the registered representative and the firm.
Conflicts Related to New Product Distribution

- Effective practices utilized to mitigate conflicts related to product distribution:
  - Disclosure of conflicts
  - Use of a new product review process that includes a mandate to identify and mitigate conflicts that a product may present
  - Ongoing review of new products for potential problems
  - Declining to distribute products which present conflicts that are too significant to be mitigated
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Select Enforcement Actions Highlighting Conflicts of Interest Issues

- Supervision
  
  A. **Berthel Fisher & Company, FINRA AWC (2012032541401), 2014**

  In this matter the firm’s inadequate supervisory systems did not provide proper safeguards to ensure that appropriate oversight and management of conflicts in sales recommendations were in place. As a result, FINRA found the firm had violated NASD Rule 3010(a) and (b), NASD Rule 2110 and FINRA Rule 2010.

  Specifically, from 2008 through 2012, Berthel Fisher had inadequate supervisory systems concerning its suitability review for non-traded REITs, non-traditional ETFs, and other alternative investments. Among other problems, the method used by the firm to calculate concentration limits did not accurately record all alternative investments, and the firm did not train its supervisory staff to analyze state suitability standards. The firm also failed to implement an adequate supervisory system concerning a remote branch office by neglecting to conduct adequate audits, as well as neglecting to conduct timely reviews of emails. Some of those deficiencies resulted in unsuitable sales to customers.

  In settling the matter, the firm agreed to pay a $775,000 fine and hire an independent consultant to improve its supervisory procedures relating to its sale of alternative investments.

  B. **LPL Financial, LLC, FINRA AWC (2011027170901), 2014**

  In this matter, which also involves alternative investment sales in a conflicts context, the firm was fined $950,000 for supervisory failures. Here, FINRA found that from January 1, 2008 – July 1, 2012, the firm failed to adequately supervise the sale of alternative investments which allowed for violations of concentration limits of said investments. The automated system which the firm used for review contained flawed programming and was not updated to
accurately reflect suitability standards. Additionally, the firm did not adequately train its supervisory staff to analyze state suitability standards as part of their suitability reviews of alternative investments.

By failing to implement an adequate supervisory system for the sale of alternative investments (violating NASD Rule 3010(a) and (b), NASD 2110 and FINRA 2010), the firm did not mitigate the conflicts inherent in their sales of alternative investments, including REITs, oil and gas partnerships, limited partnerships, and thus failed to ensure suitable recommendations were being made to clients.

C. CFD Investments, Inc., FINRA AWC (2009019590503), 2013
The firm was censured and fined $100,000 for its failure to adequately supervise a former RR who, between the years 2001 and 2009, stole approximately $409,000 from a customer’s accounts that held mutual funds purchased through the firm. Specifically, the accounts were for the benefit of a trust established to provide financial support for the trustee’s severely disabled relative. The RR converted the Trust’s funds by redeeming mutual fund shares owned by the Trust and held in accounts with investment companies, and transferring the proceeds to accounts the RR controlled away from the firm. During the same period, the Firm failed to supervise the RR by not adequately responding to red flags that taken together would have caused it to investigate and potentially discover the RR’s conversion. This included the fact that (i) the RR served as both the trustee and representative on the account; and (ii) the RR began liquidating mutual fund investments as soon as six months after purchase. The firm’s failure to supervise allowed the RR to liquidate the mutual fund positions over five years.

D. Next Financial Group, Inc., FINRA AWC (2006007058101), 2009
This AWC, involving violations that centered on the firm’s failure to supervise its OSJ branch managers, named the firm and its former CCO. Specifically, between January 2005 and November 2006, the firm allowed its 130 OSJ branch managers to self-supervise their transactions with their customers. In November 2006, the firm adopted a Regional Manager supervisory system to provide principal review of the OSJ managers’ transactions. Through at least December 31, 2007, this new system also proved itself inadequate because, among other reasons, it required the Regional Managers to review thousands of transactions each month with limited access to client suitability information.

The firm’s lack of reasonable policies and written procedures resulted in a failure to detect churning of customer accounts by an OSJ manager and a representative as well as excessive markups and markdowns on corporate bond trades by another two representatives. As a result, customers of the firm, including elderly and retired individuals, lost about $768,000. The firm’s policies and procedures failed to provide guidance for how the firm was to review OSJ manager transactions, or for supervision of variable annuity exchanges and setting appropriate mark-ups and mark-downs. The failures in the firm’s policies and procedures resulted in a conflict of interest whereby (i) OSJ managers, between January 2005 and November 2006, supervised their own transactions; and (ii) between November 2006 and December 2007, the Regional Managers provided unreasonable supervision of the OSJ managers’ transactions.

The firm was censured and fined $1 million. The former CCO was suspended for two months as a principal, fined $35,000, ordered to requalify as a principal, and ordered to take 15 hours of training in supervisory issues.
• Research
  A. **Toys “R” Us IPO, FINRA AWC, 2014**
  As covered extensively in the media, On December 11, 2014, FINRA agreed to a settlement with 10 firms¹ for a total of $43.5 million for allowing their equity research analysts to solicit investment banking business and for offering favorable research coverage in connection with the Toys “R” Us IPO. FINRA found that the firms violated NASD Rule 2711 by allowing research analysts to participate in the firms’ solicitation efforts to win the Toys “R” Us initial public offering. In addition, FINRA found that the firms offered Toys “R” Us favorable research coverage in an attempt to win investment banking business.

  By not maintaining the separation between research analysts and investment banking, the firms did not mitigate the conflict of interest between revenue and providing unbiased research.

  B. **Citigroup Global Markets, Inc., FINRA AWC (2008012310101), 2012**
  The firm was censured and fined $725,000 as a result of its failure to (i) maintain a supervisory system reasonably designed to detect and prevent multiple research disclosure violations; (ii) maintain supervisory procedures that were reasonably designed to ensure compliance with the disclosure requirements of Rule 2711(h); and (iii) adequately monitor the functioning of its disclosure management system.

  Specifically, over a three-year period, the firm failed to comply with various disclosure requirements of Rule 2711, by allowing the publication of research reports that did not contain one or more required disclosures. In particular, the firm (i) failed to have adequate policies and procedures to populate its research reports with required disclosures and to make appropriate disclosures in connection with research analysts’ public appearances; and (ii) had inadequate systems to determine that its disclosure management system contained all accurate and current information, including information from third-party and internal sources, necessary to formulate required disclosures. Further, the firm’s supervisory system failed to detect that the firm was not populating its research reports with required disclosures that it had agreed to in a 2003 undertaking with the SEC as part of the SEC’s Research Analyst Settlement.

• Outside Business Activities
  A. **BlackRock Advisors LLC, SEC Administrative Proceeding, File No. 3-16501, 2015**
  In April 2015, the Securities and Exchange Commission charged this Registered Investment Advisory Firm (“RIA”) with breaching its fiduciary duty by failing to disclose a conflict of interest created by the outside business activity of a top-performing portfolio manager. In agreeing to settle the charges, Blackrock will pay a $12 million penalty as well as engage an independent compliance consultant to conduct an internal review.

  According to facts cited in the settlement, the conflicts stemmed from investments made by Daniel J. Rice III (“Rice”), a now-former BlackRock portfolio manager who oversaw energy-focused funds and separately managed accounts at the RIA. Specifically, Rice founded Rice Energy, a family-owned and operated oil-and-natural gas company in which he (i) served as the general partner; and (ii) personally invested approximately $50 million. Rice Energy later formed a joint venture with a publicly-traded coal company that eventually became the largest

¹ FINRA fined the following firms: (i) Barclays Capital Inc. - $5 million; (ii) Citigroup Global Markets Inc. - $5 million; (iii) Credit Suisse Securities (USA), LLC - $5 million; (iv) Goldman, Sachs & Co. - $5 million; (v) JPMorgan Securities LLC - $5 million; (vi) Deutsche Bank Securities Inc. - $4 million; (vii) Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Inc. - $4 million; (viii) Morgan Stanley & Co., LLC - $4 million; (ix) Wells Fargo Securities, LLC $4 million; and (x) Needham & Company LLC - $2.5 million.
holding (i.e., 10%) in the $1.7 billion BlackRock Energy & Resources Portfolio which also happened to be the largest fund managed by Rice. According to the SEC’s order, BlackRock knew and approved of Rice’s investment and involvement with Rice Energy as well as the joint venture, but failed to disclose this conflict of interest to either the boards of the BlackRock registered funds or its advisory clients. The SEC also named and sanctioned BlackRock’s former Chief Compliance Officer (“CCO”) over his alleged role in contributing to these regulatory lapses. This resulted in the former CCO agreeing to pay a $60,000 penalty to settle the charges against him.

B. **Wells Fargo Advisors Financial Network, LLC, FINRA AWC (2013038066601) 2015**

Three individuals registered with this firm engaged in an unapproved outside business after their firm refused their requests to participate in that business. The proposed respondents established, funded, and actively participated in the business and management of a registered investment advisor business in violation of their firm’s policies and refusal to let them do so. They instead had their ownership interests held in the names of nominees, and concealed their involvement and interest from their firm. In addition, they engaged in undisclosed private securities transactions in connection with this outside business by selling parts of the nominee-held ownership interests and provided false information on compliance questionnaires and disclosure forms submitted to their firm. The sanction for each respondent was an 18-month suspension from association with any FINRA member in any capacity and $20,000 deferred fine.

C. **Robert Anthony Cataldo, FINRA AWC (2009017809101), 2011**

A registered representative engaged in OBAs without providing prompt written notice to his employer member firm. Specifically, he failed to disclose his ownership interests in two companies engaged in the business of construction, and acted as a director for an insurance company. In connection with one of the undisclosed construction businesses, the representative received payments of approximately $145,000 from one of his firm customers. The representative failed to disclose these OBAs on his employer member firm's compliance questionnaires. As a result, the representative was permanently barred from association with any FINRA member in any capacity.

- **Compensation**
  A. **Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Inc., FINRA AWC (E9B2003042104), 2006**

In this matter, Merrill Lynch was fined $5 million for supervisory failures, registration violations, impermissible sales contests and other violations in connection with the operation of its Financial Advisory Center (“FAC”). The FAC conducted three sales contests that violated NASD Conduct Rule 2830, the non-cash compensation rule, as they favored the sale of Merrill Lynch’s proprietary mutual funds. Conduct Rule 2830 prohibits non-cash compensation arrangements between members and their associated persons for sales of mutual funds and variable contracts that are not based on concepts of “total production” and “equal weighting.” Through the improper contests, the firm offered and awarded various forms of non-cash compensation, such as concert tickets, sporting events, and dinners, to the contest winners who had sold the most Merrill Lynch propriety products. Merrill Lynch also failed to maintain a supervisory system and written procedures reasonably designed to achieve compliance with Conduct Rule 2830.

- **Failure to Disclose Conflicts**
  A. **Fifth Third Securities, Inc., FINRA AWC (2011025317201), 2013**

The AWC charged violations of MSRB Rules G-27(c), G-17, and G-37(e) against the firm for a failure to disclosure a potential conflict of interest in the offering statement for an issue of DeWitt Public Schools Build America Bonds in the amount of $10,430,000. Specifically, a
Fifth Third Vice President of Public Finance served as a director on the DeWitt Public School Board at the same time the firm was underwriting the issue of the bonds. While the Firth Third VP notified the firm of his position on the School Board this information was not included in the offering statement for the Build America Bonds. As a result, it was found that the firm failed to enforce its written supervisory procedures.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Conflicts of interest can arise in any relationship where a duty of care or trust exists between two or more parties, and, as a result, are widespread across the financial services industry. While the existence of a conflict does not, per se, imply that harm to one party’s interests will occur, the history of finance is replete with examples of situations where financial institutions did not manage conflicts of interest fairly. Indeed, many of the foundational pieces of legislation governing financial services in the United States contain provisions crafted precisely to address conflict situations.1

This report focuses solely on broker-dealers, the entities the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA) regulates. Broker-dealers are subject to comprehensive regulation under the federal securities laws, Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) rules and FINRA rules.2 Conflicts of interest are an SEC and FINRA priority and have been addressed through rulemaking, oversight and enforcement action.3 (See Appendix I for a non-exhaustive list of conflicts-related rules.)

This report carries those efforts forward. It recognizes that many broker-dealer firms have made progress in improving their conflicts management practices, but emphasizes that firms should do more to manage and mitigate conflicts of interest in their businesses.

To assist in these efforts, FINRA launched its conflicts initiative in July 20124 to review firms’ approaches to conflicts management and to identify effective practices.5 We used firms’ responses to FINRA’s conflicts review letter, in-person meetings and a follow-up compensation questionnaire to develop the observations detailed in this report.

The report is not intended as an inventory of conflicts that firms face, nor does it cover many conflicts that federal securities laws and SEC and FINRA rules already address, such as investment banking-research separation, outside business activities, soft dollars, payment for order flow or securities allocations to customers. Instead, FINRA’s objective is to focus on firms’ approaches to identifying and managing conflicts in three critical areas—firms’:

- enterprise-level frameworks to identify and manage conflicts of interest;
- approaches to handling conflicts of interest in manufacturing and distributing new financial products; and
- approaches to compensating their associated persons, particularly those acting as brokers for private clients.
The enterprise-level framework discussion examines how firms address conflicts across their business lines from a top-down perspective. The new product and new business discussion explores how firms address conflicts related to the introduction of new products and services. Together, these areas play critical “gatekeeper” roles. Specifically, if firms are effective with enterprise-level frameworks and handling conflicts with new products, they can be proactive in identifying and managing conflicts. The focus on compensation provides insight on financial incentive structures that may create, magnify or mitigate conflicts of interest.

The report identifies effective practices that FINRA observed at firms or that, based on experience and analysis, FINRA believes could help firms improve their conflicts management practices. It also contains more general observations and commentary on firms’ practices that we share for the industry’s information. FINRA recognizes that the effective practices and observations in this report are drawn from discussions with large firms and, as a result, will not in all cases be directly applicable to small firms.

This report is a point-in-time review of several facets of conflicts of interest. Given conflicts’ pervasiveness and potential to cause customer harm, FINRA will continue to assess firms’ conflicts management practices and the effectiveness of those practices in protecting customers’ interests. FINRA will also monitor the effectiveness of approaches to conflicts regulation used internationally.

FINRA expects firms to consider the practices presented in this report, and to implement a strong conflict management framework. If firms do not make adequate progress on conflicts management, FINRA will evaluate whether rulemaking to require reasonable policies to identify, manage and mitigate conflicts would enhance investor protection.

FINRA stresses that this report is not intended to express any legal position, and does not create any new legal requirements or change any existing regulatory obligations. Throughout the report, we identify conflicts management practices that we believe firms should consider and tailor to their business model as they strengthen their own conflicts frameworks.

Conflicts of Interest Framework

The first focus of this report is firms’ enterprise-level conflicts of interest frameworks. We use the term framework to mean the combination of underlying ethics culture, organizational structures, policies, processes and incentive structures that, in their totality, shape a firm’s management of conflicts of interest.

An effective practice is for firms to implement an articulated, firm-wide framework to manage conflicts of interest, and FINRA observed a number of firms that implemented many facets of such a framework. The key to making such a framework effective begins with the tone from the top. To be effective, firm leadership should require not only adherence to the letter of the law, but a commitment to the highest ethical standards and to putting customers’ interests first. Of course, reliance on the tone from the top to address conflicts of interest is insufficient by itself. As appropriate to the scale and complexity of a firm’s business, elements of an effective practice framework for managing conflicts of interest include:

- defining conflicts of interest in a way that is relevant to a firm’s business and which helps staff identify conflict situations;
- articulating employees’ roles and responsibilities with respect to identifying and managing conflicts;
- establishing mechanisms to identify conflicts in a firm’s business as it evolves;
defining escalation procedures for conflicts of interest within and across business lines;

- avoiding severe conflicts, even if that avoidance means foregoing an otherwise attractive business opportunity;

- disclosing conflicts of interest to clients, taking into consideration the different needs of retail and institutional clients;

- training staff to identify and manage conflicts in accordance with firm policies and procedures; and

- reporting on significant conflicts issues, including on a firm’s own measures to identify and manage conflicts, to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and board.

**New Product Conflicts**

The second focus of this report is the introduction of new financial products. Firms at the forefront of financial innovation are in the best position, and are uniquely obligated, to identify the conflicts of interest that may exist at a product’s inception or that develop over time.

There are a number of effective practices firms can adopt to address such conflicts. First, firms can use a new product review process—typically through new product review committees—that includes a mandate to identify and mitigate conflicts that a product may present.

Second, firms should disclose those conflicts in plain English, with the objective of helping ensure that customers comprehend the conflicts that a firm or registered representative have in recommending a product. These conflicts may be particularly acute where complex financial products are sold to less knowledgeable investors, including retail investors.

Third, product manufacturing firms can implement effective Know-Your-Distributor (KYD) policies and procedures. These KYD measures help mitigate the incentive to increase revenue from product sales by using distribution channels that may not have adequate controls to protect customers’ interests.

Fourth, firms can perform post-launch reviews of new products to identify potential problems with a product that may not have been readily apparent during the initial review—or that may have arisen as a result of economic events—and take remedial action.

Fifth, firms can carefully evaluate and decline to offer products to customers when the conflicts associated with those products are too significant to be mitigated effectively.

To reduce conflicts, firms’ private wealth businesses should operate with appropriate independence from other business lines within a firm. FINRA is encouraged by firms’ general adoption of open product architectures (i.e., the sale of third party in addition to proprietary products). Nonetheless, firms involved in both the manufacture and distribution of products should maintain effective safeguards to alleviate pressure to prefer proprietary products to the detriment of customers’ interests. This is particularly important as firms seek to leverage their brokerage and other platforms to cross-sell products and services. Equally important, firms with revenue sharing or other partnering arrangements with third parties should exercise the necessary diligence and independent judgment to protect their customers’ interests.
Compensation Practices

The final focus of this report is compensation. Although the primary focus is on brokerage compensation (and related supervisory and surveillance systems), the report also addresses the application of tools to mitigate conflicts of interest in compensation for associated persons more generally. Many firms have considered and taken steps to mitigate these conflicts directly through changes to compensation arrangements and through supervision of registered representatives’ sales activities.

The use of “product agnostic” compensation grids (also referred to as “neutral grids”) can be an effective practice to reduce incentives for registered representatives to prefer one type of product (e.g., equities, bonds, mutual funds, variable annuities) over another. These grids typically pay a flat percentage of the revenue a registered representative generates, regardless of product recommended. FINRA notes, however, that while this eliminates one variable that may influence recommendations, registered representatives still have an incentive to favor products with higher commissions because these produce larger payouts. Consequently, to reduce conflicts, firms should take measures to mitigate biases that differences in compensation by product may create.

Another effective practice is for firms to link surveillance of registered representatives’ recommendations to thresholds in a firm’s compensation structure to detect recommendations, or potential churning practices, that may be motivated by a desire to move up in the compensation structure and, thereby, receive a higher payout percentage.

Enhancing supervision and surveillance of a registered representative’s recommendations as that person approaches other significant compensation or recognition milestones is a related effective practice. A number of firms perform specialized supervision and surveillance of recommendations as a registered representative approaches the end of the period over which performance is measured for receiving a back-end bonus. In addition, some firms perform additional surveillance to assess the suitability of recommendations as a registered representative approaches the threshold necessary for admission to a firm recognition club (e.g., a President’s Club or similar).

An effective practice is enhancing supervision and surveillance of a registered representative’s recommendations around key liquidity events in an investor’s lifecycle, such as the point where an investor rolls over her 401(k). The recommendations a representative makes at this stage of an investor’s life have profound implications for the investor and deserve thorough scrutiny and review.

Another effective practice is for firms to reduce the incentive for a registered representative to prefer one mutual fund or variable annuity family over another by capping the credit a registered representative may receive for a comparable product across providers. For example, different mutual fund families might offer gross dealer concessions (GDC) of 5, 4 and 3.5 percent on a comparable fund. Some firms cap the GDC for that particular type of fund at 4 percent, which reduces the incentive for the registered representative to recommend the fund that pays a 5 percent GDC to enhance his compensation. FINRA observed several firms that implement this practice.

Finally, imposing compensation adjustments on registered representatives who do not properly manage conflicts of interest is an effective practice.

Questions/Further Information

Inquiries regarding the Report may be directed to Daniel M. Sibears, Executive Vice President, Regulatory Operations/Shared Services, at (202) 728-6911; George Walz, Vice President, Regulatory Programs/Shared Services, at (202) 728-8462, or Steven Polansky, Senior Director, Regulatory Programs/Shared Services, at (202) 728-8331.
ENTERPRISE-LEVEL CONFLICTS GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK

Introduction

Virtually every financial firm, including those regulated by FINRA, faces potential conflicts of interest in its business. In order to address those conflicts, a firm should be able to recognize conflict situations and take measures to manage them appropriately. Firms should address conflicts through proactive decision making, not ad hoc responses to conflicts-related events. The framework for this proactive decision making depends on the scope and scale of a firm’s business. It will look vastly different for a small introducing broker than for a large firm with multiple affiliates engaged in a broad range of businesses on a national or global scale.

Large firms may address conflicts of interest through their enterprise risk management or operational risk frameworks. Components of such programs, such as risk and control self-assessments, may provide an opportunity to identify conflicts of interest within a firm’s business and evaluate their possible impacts. Efforts to quantify those impacts might still be in their early stages, but as operational risk techniques advance, these efforts may provide firms with additional tools to help focus their conflicts of interest management efforts.

By contrast, the conflicts management framework at a small firm selling basic products might rely largely on the ethical tone set by the firm owner coupled with required supervisory controls, especially those related to suitability, and the firm’s compensation structure.

Although conflicts management frameworks may differ among firms, small and large firms alike often face some of the same basic conflicts. For example, a firm or its registered representatives may have an incentive to recommend one product over another. Conflicts may exist between an associated person’s activities as a broker and their outside business activities. Firms may be tempted to hire an associated person in spite of a poor regulatory history, if they believe that the individual can boost firm profitability.

Effective Practices Summary: Comprehensive Conflicts Governance Framework

An effective practice FINRA observed at a number of firms is implementation of a comprehensive framework to identify and manage conflicts of interest across and within firms’ business lines that is scaled to the size and complexity of their business. Without such a framework, firms are more likely to experience situations where conflicts cause harm to customers or the firm. Key features of a robust conflicts management framework that were observed include:

- a “tone from the top” that emphasizes the importance of ethical treatment of customers and the fair handling of conflicts of interest;
- articulated structures, policies and processes to identify and manage conflicts of interest that include:
  - a working description of conflicts of interest that enables employees to understand and identify conflicts of interest that may arise in a firm’s business;
  - adoption of a best interests of the customer standard in a firm’s code of conduct;
  - a delineation of employees’ responsibilities with respect to identifying and managing conflicts of interest;
  - defined escalation procedures for handling potential conflict situations;

continued
An effective practice for all firms is the establishment of a “tone from the top” that stresses the importance of ethical decision making and fair treatment of customers. This tone is set by a firm’s executive management in their day-to-day actions and decisions. It is incumbent upon them to consistently communicate and demonstrate the values to which they expect their employees to adhere, and to monitor employees’ behavior to ensure that it aligns with the firm’s stated values.

Without the proper tone from the top, many of the measures discussed later in this report will be ineffective. Leadership that singlemindedly drives the distribution of proprietary products may undermine the effectiveness of new product review processes intended to protect customer interests. Conflict management frameworks cannot be expected to succeed without the strong support of a firm’s leaders.

Boards can play an important role in setting the tone from the top. Providing the board with visibility on significant conflicts a firm faces, as well as the firm’s overall approach to conflicts management, signals the importance the highest levels of the firm attach to addressing conflicts issues. Several firms report on conflicts issues to their boards, sometimes within the context of the firm’s risk management reporting.

It is important to note, though, that reliance on the “tone from the top” and a good culture is a first line of defense. To protect customers and the firm from the potential negative consequences of conflicts of interest, supporting structures, policies, processes, controls and training are critical.

Conflicts Management Structures

A number of firms with which FINRA met manage conflicts at the enterprise level using either a distributed or centrally managed approach. Another group of firms neither defines conflicts management structures nor articulates the roles and responsibilities of senior management, firm committees and staff with respect to conflicts management.
An effective practice is for a firm to establish carefully designed and articulated structures to manage conflicts of interest that arise in its business. This includes clearly defining the roles and responsibilities of the individuals, committees and other bodies that play key roles in that structure. Both the distributed and centrally managed approaches may be appropriate for a firm depending on its specific circumstances. FINRA underscores that a firm’s conflict management structure does not need to be complex, but it needs to be effective.

An approach where a firm simply relies on its existing structures to manage conflicts, without having considered their effectiveness for the task is likely to be ineffective. Put differently, simply adding conflicts management as one more task for the compliance or legal departments—without a clear delineation of expectations, roles and responsibilities—is insufficient.

Distributed Model

The most common approach to conflicts management is a distributed model where responsibility for identification and oversight is spread within a firm with no single office or department having overall ownership. In this model, the business lines typically bear front-line responsibility for identifying and managing conflicts. Various senior-level committees address conflicts specific to their scope of responsibilities and the control functions support both the business lines and the committees in varying degrees. Policy ownership for conflicts issues is diffused among these same functions. The complexity of this approach increases as a function of the complexity of a firm's business.

One benefit of this approach is that it places responsibility for identifying and managing conflicts with those individuals most directly familiar with the details of a firm’s business and who are in a position to take measures to mitigate those conflicts. In addition, a firm does not need to create new structures or reporting lines which can be a challenging and time-consuming process.

One potential downside to the distributed approach is that individuals within a business line may be unaware of conflicts in their business that arise because of activities in other business lines. In addition, individual business lines may handle similar types of conflicts in different ways without a conscious decision that those differences are appropriate for the specific situation. Furthermore, firms’ management teams may have difficulty remaining focused on conflicts issues among the myriad other issues competing for their time and attention. Finally, varying degrees of commitment to identifying and mitigating conflicts may exist across the firm.

Centralized Model

The second approach uses a centralized conflicts office to manage a firm’s conflicts framework. Firms that take this approach emphasize that although they operate a centralized office, responsibility for identifying conflicts rests first and foremost with the business. FINRA observed this model in two versions. In one version, a dedicated conflicts office is part of firm management. The office has both a transactional and business practice focus. In the former role, the office oversees the firm’s conflict management framework and works with business units to manage potentially significant conflicts within, and across, business units. In the latter role, the office works with business units to review and assess business practice conflicts on an ongoing basis, as well as to support presentation of thematic conflicts reviews to a senior firm management committee.
In the second version of the centralized approach, conflicts management is integrated into an existing, compliance-related group. This office is responsible for, among other things, the firm’s Code of Ethics and certain other enterprise-level conflicts policies. The office coordinates line-of-business “conflicts officers” (discussed below) and works with business units to identify and manage unique conflict situations. The office maintains a log of non-standard conflicts, in part to help identify areas where training may be needed. In contrast to the dedicated conflicts office approach, the integrated conflicts office does not operate the firm’s transactional review process.

Both centralized models use a network of “conflicts officers” in the business units to help address conflicts that may arise in the normal course of business. The “conflicts officers” act as a resource to the business unit in managing conflicts issues, are a point of contact for individuals who wish to raise potential conflicts concerns and can also escalate conflicts as warranted. These individuals may be part of either the risk or compliance functions.

There are several potential benefits of a centralized, enterprise-level approach to conflicts management. First, the office creates a platform to maintain a sustained, firm-wide focus on conflicts issues. A similar focus may be difficult to achieve when driven by multiple firm-level management committees. Second, creating a dedicated office sends a strong message to firm employees about the importance of conflicts issues to executive management. Third, if established at an appropriate level within a firm, the office provides visibility on conflicts issues to executive management and, as appropriate, the board. Fourth, a centralized office can help ensure a consistent approach to conflicts management across the enterprise.

The centralized model is not without potential downsides. First, it may diminish the sense of responsibility for conflicts in the business lines. Firms using the centralized model acknowledge that potential, but also emphasize that their approaches are designed to prevent this from happening. One firm explicitly places front-line responsibility for identifying conflicts with the business lines. Second, establishing a centralized model can be a significant undertaking. Firms will likely need to create new policies and processes and implement technology programs to support the operation of the conflicts office. In particular, the conflicts office may need a broad array of information about a firm’s business activities to evaluate the conflicts the firm may face.

The centralized approach to conflicts management is relatively new, and its advantages and limitations may be more fully evaluated once the approach matures.

No Defined Structure

Several firms with which FINRA met did not define the structures, and related roles and responsibilities, for managing conflicts in the firm. Instead, these firms address specific conflicts in the business area in which they occur, but do so primarily in a compliance context. This makes it challenging to identify and manage conflicts that are not specifically addressed in statute or regulation, or that may arise as the firm’s business model evolves over time—for example, through acquisitions or new business initiatives.

The lack of a comprehensive approach does not mean that firms were incapable of addressing potential conflicts of interest. Several of the firms had taken commendable steps to limit the distribution of more complex and risky products to retail customers. In some cases, disclosure of potential conflicts was particularly clear and concise.

Nevertheless, as a firm’s scale and complexity increase, the lack of articulated structures, policies and processes to manage conflicts exposes a firm’s customers (and the firm itself) to an increased risk of harm arising from conflicts of interest.
Committees and Other Ad Hoc Bodies

In addition to the conflicts review structures mentioned above, most firms also use various committees or ad hoc groups on an as-needed basis to address conflicts issues as they arise. These can include senior firm management committees, such as a reputational risk committee or similar body. One firm established a cross-divisional conflicts forum for compliance personnel. This group meets quarterly to share information about internal, external and regulatory developments, as well as business division specific items. The group provides a forum to share effective practices and lessons learned.

Conflicts Management Policies

An effective practice is for firms to articulate ethical standards to guide employees in managing conflicts of interest, as well as firm-wide policies on conflicts management, as appropriate to a firm's size and complexity. Firms generally establish enterprise-level conflicts of interest policies in two places: a firm-wide code of conduct or equivalent document (e.g., a Code of Ethics), and, in some cases, a firm-wide conflicts policy.

Code of Conduct

Firms' codes of conduct typically establish the broad context within which employees make decisions about how to handle conflicts situations. The code of conduct generally contains a broad commitment to fair treatment of customers and requirements to avoid or manage conflict situations. One firm's code states that the firm “is committed to identifying and managing or avoiding potential conflicts of interest in its business” and is committed to “treating our clients fairly and with integrity.” Another firm’s code states “(i)n dealing with these potential conflicts, we require integrity and the use of good judgment and discretion exercised in a manner expected by this Code, our policies, and our values.”

One dually registered broker-dealer and investment advisory firm’s code states that the firm and covered staff “have an affirmative duty of care, honesty and good faith to act in the best interest of its clients.” Covered staff, the code continues, “(s)hould avoid even the appearance of a conflict of interest and should fully disclose all material facts concerning any conflict that does arise with a client.”

An effective practice is to add to a firm’s code of conduct, or other appropriate documents, a best-interest-of-the-customer standard that applies to registered representatives’ personalized recommendations to retail customers. Under this Code standard, a broker should make only those recommendations that are consistent with the customer’s best interests. A firm’s code establishes an essential starting point—a yardstick against which the behavior of employees may be measured. Of course, to be meaningful, the rhetoric of a code should be supported by firm policies and procedures and implementation by firm leadership.

Enterprise-level Conflict Policy

In addition to the code of conduct, some firms use a dedicated, enterprise-level conflict of interest policy. Those policies typically contain the following elements:

- **A statement on objectives, policy or rationale:** These elements typically acknowledge that the firm operates in a business where it faces actual and potential conflicts of interest, and that a failure to manage these conflicts effectively may result in reputational damage to the firm.
A discussion of the types of conflicts a firm may face: Firms’ enterprise-level conflicts policies typically provide general guidance on the factors that can lead to a conflict of interest, in some cases supported by examples of specific conflicts relevant to a firm’s business. (See Conflicts of Interest Examples from Firms’ Enterprise-level Conflicts Policies, below, for a description and examples of common conflict categories some firms use.)

A description of roles and responsibilities: Most firms’ policies articulate the role of senior management and, in some cases, employees in managing conflicts. Firms with both a distributed and centralized approach to conflicts management use this section of the policy to place responsibility for identifying and addressing conflicts with the business lines. For example, the policy of one firm with a distributed approach to conflicts management states “(s)enior management of each Division is responsible for ensuring that Conflicts relating to its business are identified and addressed”; other firms have similar statements in their policies. Similarly, the policy of a firm with a centralized approach states, “(s)enior management of each Business Unit...is responsible for ensuring that Conflicts relating to its business are identified and addressed including escalating, as appropriate to the Franchise Committee process.”

A description of conflict escalation procedures: Most firms’ policies describe an escalation process for handling those conflicts of interest that cannot be handled through other firm policies, including a description of individuals’ roles and responsibilities and appropriate organizational contact points for escalation.

One firm takes a different approach to establishing an enterprise-level conflicts policy. It maintains enterprise-level content standards for conflicts policies and requires each line of business to create its own conflict of interest policy in line with the corporate standard. In essence, this creates a “policy on policies.” Part of the rationale for this approach is to ensure firm-wide consistency of approach while allowing business lines to tailor their policies to their specific requirements.

Conflicts of Interest Examples From Firms’ Enterprise-level Conflicts Policies

In their conflicts policies, some firms amplify general conflict categories with specific examples of conflicts that may arise in their business:

Firm vs. client conflicts

The firm offers or recommends products for which the firm receives greater fees/compensation than other products, or that may not be suitable for certain clients.

The firm performs multiple roles with respect to a client or transaction (e.g., advisor, underwriter, lender, principal counterparty, derivative counterparty).

The firm engages in business and trading activities for its own account or client accounts while other clients are active in relevant markets at the same time.

The firm may provide investment advice or discretionary portfolio management services to its clients, and the firm may also recommend or sell products that it or affiliated companies issue.

Client vs. client conflicts

The firm is the discretionary portfolio manager for more than one client or fund, in particular with respect to issues related to allocation.

The firm has multiple clients interested in acquiring the same company or assets.

The firm charges clients in the same investment strategy or program different fees.

The firm may be in initial discussions with clients on both sides of a deal.
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There is no consistent relationship between firms with centralized conflicts management structures and a centralized conflicts policy. Several of the firms with enterprise-level policies do not have enterprise-level conflicts offices and not all the firms with an enterprise-level conflicts office have an enterprise-level conflicts policy.

**Business Activity and Other Policies**
Some firms address conflicts management, including escalation procedures, in a variety of policies beyond those at the enterprise level. For example, firms maintain a wide variety of business line or topic-specific policies that focus either wholly or in part on specific conflicts issues. These include policies on outside business activities, products, confidentiality of information, information barriers, business selection and handling of customer trades.

**Conflicts Management Processes**
Two of the key processes firms identified that support their enterprise-level conflicts frameworks relate to conflicts escalation and conflicts inventories. In addition, several firms discussed the importance of monitoring and assessment processes through risk control self-assessments and internal audit reviews, to evaluate the effectiveness of a firm’s overall conflicts framework. These latter processes are part of firms’ risk management programs and fall outside the scope of this report, but their relationship to conflicts management is worth noting.
Escalation Procedures

Having clear and robust processes for escalating conflicts of interest is an effective practice. Many firms use a combination of topic or business activity-specific escalation procedures—for example, procedures for escalating conflicts that may arise in a firm’s merger and acquisition advisory activities—coupled with an enterprise-level “catch-all” escalation process. This “catch-all” process is intended to capture conflicts that do not fit neatly into a firm’s other, existing escalation procedures. Firms with enterprise-level conflicts policies typically articulate these “catch-all” processes in that policy. In one instance, a firm’s policy provides a template/flowchart to help employees evaluate if and how they should escalate a conflict. Firms with more developed escalation procedures plainly articulate employees’ roles and responsibilities as well as the circumstances and manner in which they should invoke the escalation processes.

The approaches firms take to their “catch-all” processes vary considerably. Firms with a centralized conflicts management office use the conflicts office, the related conflicts officer network (discussed below), and the legal and compliance departments as primary points of contact for employees who are unsure about whether an issue constitutes a conflict. From there, employees can raise issues to the central conflicts office or other offices, as appropriate.

Firms with a distributed model take a variety of approaches. For example, one firm relies on employees escalating potential conflicts within the business line to the compliance department. Another firm encourages employees to escalate any issue that raises reputational risks, including conflicts, first to the business and, as warranted, to the risk management or legal departments.

In several firms, it was unclear what avenue an employee would take to escalate a conflict concern. Some firms’ institutional compliance or trading personnel did not have effective escalation processes for potentially problematic market or trading practices. FINRA encourages firms to examine whether escalation processes for these practices should be more broadly incorporated into the firm’s conflicts management infrastructure, particularly in light of recent enforcement matters related to trading practices (e.g., research huddles, expert networks, research analyst practices, initial public offering practices/spinning and laddering).

Conflicts Inventory Reviews

FINRA believes that it is an effective practice to use both regular, ongoing processes and periodic reviews, to identify and create an inventory of conflicts in a firm’s business. While we observed that some firms perform ongoing or periodic reviews—as well as some firms that do not perform reviews at all—none performed both. FINRA believes that the two types of reviews are complementary. The ongoing review helps firms identify conflicts in near real-time and allows firms to address them quickly. The periodic review permits firms to step back and consider conflicts issues in a structured, comprehensive way. That could be particularly valuable for firms that use a decentralized approach to conflicts management where there may be a less consistent focus on conflicts issues.

Firms that engage in conflicts reviews—on either a periodic or ongoing basis—stated that the process was extremely useful, both in identifying conflicts and in establishing or refining conflicts-related structures, policies and processes. Some firms conduct regular, periodic reviews of conflicts within their business, sometimes in the context of a broader annual risk assessment, and record this information in a conflicts register. Firms conduct these reviews annually or biennially. In another instance, a firm shifted from conducting periodic reviews to an ongoing conflicts review process. This firm finds the ongoing review process more effective than the periodic approach.
FINRA observed one firm that included, as part of its enterprise-level conflicts policy, a template of issues—e.g., changes in business, organizational and informational structure and compensation/incentive structures—business lines should consider in conducting their conflicts review.

As part of effectively creating an inventory of conflicts, firms should consider whether conflicts can be categorized—or assigned attributes—that would facilitate future review and analysis. For example, a firm may sell complex products containing call features (see Structured and Complex Products and Embedded Conflict, page 21). These features may create potential conflicts between the interests of the issuer and investors. If a firm determined it could handle disclosure of the potential conflict in a way that was more effective, it could—with appropriate categorization—identify other products where a similar conflict might exist and assess the appropriateness of the improved disclosure practice to those other products.

**Disclosure**

The U.S. regulatory regime relies heavily on disclosure to customers as a tool to mitigate conflicts that may arise in the course of a firm’s business. The specific nature of a firm’s disclosure obligations depends on the facts and circumstances of a given situation, and these obligations are established in various places in statute, regulation and case law. A broker-dealer’s duty under the anti-fraud provisions of the federal securities laws to disclose material information depends upon the nature of its relationship with a customer. When recommending a security, a broker-dealer may be liable if it does not “give honest and complete information” or does not disclose “material adverse facts of which it is aware.” Broker-dealers have also been found liable for failures to disclose conflicts, such as their role as a market maker; their trading in a principal capacity; the existence of multiple share classes of a recommended mutual fund; and their receipt of revenue sharing payments. FINRA rules require extensive disclosure to customers in a number of circumstances (see Table 2: Examples of conflicts-related disclosure requirements and regulatory prohibitions, page 37).

State law also may impose disclosure obligations on broker-dealers. The Delaware Court of Chancery emphasized the importance of conflicts disclosure in mergers and acquisitions where a firm involved in advising and financing a transaction represents multiple clients, or has a proprietary interest in the transaction.

FINRA believes that to make disclosure effective, firms should look beyond minimum disclosure obligations under statute, regulation and case law, to identify practices that are effective in helping customers make informed decisions. In selling new products, effective disclosure may help a customer understand the factors that may affect a product’s financial outcome. To this end, firms should consider whether the use of scenarios and graphics could help customers achieve this level of understanding.

A test to evaluate the effectiveness of their disclosure is asking, in the event of a reasonably foreseeable adverse product outcome, could an investor legitimately say, “I did not realize that could happen” on the basis of information the firm provided apart from the prospectus. If the answer is “yes,” the firm should reconsider how it presents information about that product to customers. In the context of an advised sale where the firm provided its own sales materials, it is not sufficient that the relevant risk information was contained solely in the product prospectus. A further effective practice is to require investors to attest to their understanding of more complex products before purchase. The process of going through this attestation may reinforce to customers the need to understand the products they purchase.
For firms representing multiple institutional clients, or with a proprietary interest in an advisory or financing transaction, the firm should make the customer aware of the multiple roles the firm plays and seek consent, preferably in writing, from the customer to the firm serving multiple parties’ interests.

**Hiring Practices**

Employing ethical individuals is an integral part of maintaining a culture of compliance and integrity in which conflicts of interest are addressed fairly. Several firms identified conflicts in personnel processes that could undermine efforts to hire appropriately qualified individuals. First, the firm might seek to hire a candidate with a problematic financial or regulatory history because of the book of business she could bring to a firm. Second, firms may establish hiring targets, such as hiring three new registered representatives per month or filling a vacancy within 45 days. In order to mitigate the pressure to hire associated persons who may have problematic backgrounds, some firms give their compliance department veto rights over all hires. This is intended to mitigate incentives for hiring personnel to fill a position with a potentially ethically compromised individual in order to meet a hiring target.

As part of screening applicants for employment, an effective practice is to review those individuals’ employment and regulatory history as well as their financial standing and credit history. This review includes whether the applicant was associated with disciplined firms, exhibited poor compliance behavior or engaged in sales practices that posed risks to customers. This type of review can help identify individuals who may be prone to engage in inappropriate activity.

In light of the negative impact individuals with poor ethical standards can have on a firm, FINRA remains concerned about the number of firms willing to hire associated persons with problematic disciplinary histories. This creates risks for customers as well as reputational risk to firms. FINRA’s concerns are heightened when we see firms hiring multiple individuals with these problematic backgrounds and FINRA reiterates firms’ obligations to use hiring practices that may help mitigate conflicts of interest.

**Hiring Associated Persons With a Problematic Disciplinary History**

A firm hiring an associated person must affirmatively determine that the associated person satisfies FINRA’s qualification requirements and is not subject to a “statutory disqualification” (whether or not that individual is required to be a registered person). In addition to determining the eligibility of all potential associated persons, firms have a duty to investigate the character, business repute and experience of any person prior to submitting a Form U4 on behalf of the individual. There are a number of questions firms should consider before hiring an associated person. In the case of registered representatives, firms should consider how that potential employee’s book of business will fit with the firm’s current business mix. Is the firm sufficiently familiar with all of the securities products the representative intends to offer? Does the representative engage in the sale of penny stocks and, if so, is the firm adequately equipped to supervise those transactions or recommendations? Is the firm comfortable that the products the representative intends to recommend to customers meet suitability requirements? Does the firm have the appropriate supervisory and compliance infrastructure (principals, licenses, operational personnel) to support any new business being brought on by the representative? Does the representative’s financial background (e.g., credit or bankruptcy history) raise concerns about the individual’s financial probity and potential pressure to generate revenue through excessive trading or unsuitable recommendations?
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Firms should pay particular attention to, and exercise due care before hiring an individual with a problematic disciplinary history. If an individual has an employment history that includes items such as a large number of customer complaints, recent terminations for cause/permitted to resign, arbitration proceedings, disciplinary actions, frequent changes in employer, and a disproportionate number of disclosures of liens and judgments, firms should carefully assess the prudence of hiring such a person. In making this assessment, a firm should weigh its ability to appropriately supervise the individual with heightened procedures. In addition, firms should assess the likelihood of the individual repeating his or her past actions in the future, which could result in possible customer harm. And, if a person is statutorily disqualified, firms must ensure that applications for association are completed that contain heightened supervisory plans and that the individual is appropriately supervised.

Hiring individuals who were previously associated with a “disciplined firm” can also have an adverse impact on a firm’s compliance culture and supervisory systems. A disciplined firm is one that in connection with sales practices misconduct involving the offer, purchase or sale of any security, has been expelled from membership or participation in any securities industry self-regulatory organization or is subject to an order of the SEC revoking its registration as a broker-dealer. When hiring registered representatives from a disciplined firm, the hiring firm should evaluate whether it must adopt and implement special supervisory requirements that include taping systems to monitor the actions of these associated persons.

Training

Training on ethics and conflict of interest policies is an important practice for all firms. Training prepares staff, first, to recognize where a potential conflict situation exists and, second, to make appropriate decisions about handling the conflict consistent with a firm’s policies, procedures and ethical standards.

The firms we met with broadly shared this view. For the firms, training is an important vehicle to communicate firm culture, specific requirements of a firm’s code of conduct and its conflicts management framework. Several firms emphasized the value of linking conflict management and ethics training. The latter provides staff a broader context within which to frame their conflicts-related decision-making. At firms with a centralized conflicts management approach, the conflicts offices are involved in conflicts-related training.

Firms generally preferred face-to-face training where possible, but large firms by necessity relied primarily on computer-based training to reach their dispersed employees. In the context of conflicts, several firms highlighted the effectiveness of interactive, situation-based training to help guide employee decision-making.

One firm noted that the conflicts inventory, discussed earlier, is a useful tool in providing conflicts-related training across the organization. This firm found that training staff on how conflicts arise in other business units helped them understand better how conflicts arise in the firm’s business as a whole as well as in their own business unit. In addition, the firm found that the inventory helped identify situations where the firm had failed effectively to manage conflicts in the past. These situations provided valuable training materials and learning opportunities.
In addition to broad conflicts management and ethics training, firms noted that they may provide targeted conflicts training to address conflicts issues that may arise in a particular business area, for example on a trading desk. Some firms also require registered representatives to complete specialized training on structured or complex products—including on the conflicts that may be associated with such products—before advising customers on these products.

**Information Technology**

For many firms, particularly larger more complex firms, a robust information technology infrastructure and associated governance mechanisms are essential components of an effective conflicts management framework. A number of processes that firms use to identify, track and manage conflicts—for example, the conflicts clearance process described below, the post product launch review discussed in the next section of this report, the delivery of conflicts training discussed above—all are critically dependent on technology. Indeed, virtually every firm that FINRA met with referred repeatedly to technology-dependent conflicts management processes.

**Conflicts Clearance and Business Selection**

An example of an area that a firm should consider carefully in developing its overall conflicts management framework is conflicts clearance and business selection. The conflicts that arise in this area present some of the more complex and nuanced conflicts FINRA observed during its review and illustrate the need for firms to tailor their conflicts management frameworks to the particular nature of their business.

In recent years, firms’ decisions about how to manage conflicts arising from the roles they play in transactions have been repeatedly called into question. In some cases, these decisions have had serious adverse implications for the firms involved and the reputation of the industry as a whole. Below, we highlight some of the questions firms should consider in designing their conflicts clearance and business selection process and share approaches some firms are taking to address these challenges.

**Structures**

Firms use divergent structures for conflicts clearance and business selection. In most firms, the conflicts clearance function is part of and supports the business line, tracking potential transactions through their lifecycle (from business opportunity through execution) to identify potential conflicts. The conflicts clearance office typically also works closely with a firm’s control room as well as the legal and compliance departments.

Depending on the firm, the conflicts group, the business line or the two working together decide how to address individual conflicts and also make the business selection decision. In situations that involve more significant conflicts or reputational risk—for example in a hostile takeover transaction—the business line may elevate the conflict to higher-level firm committees for review, such as a reputational risk committee.

A different approach combines conflicts clearance and business selection functions fully or partially outside the business line with a direct reporting line to enterprise-level executive management. FINRA observed this approach at some large firms that may compete for multiple facets of a potential transaction.
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Process

From a process perspective, each of the firms emphasized the importance of communication between the conflicts office and control room, clearly defined deal-logging policies and procedures as well as clear communications with potential customers throughout the transaction development process. Implicit in the discussion with firms was the need for the combination of the conflicts clearance and control room functions to have a comprehensive view of relevant firm activities, potentially across multiple legal, business and regional entities. Technology can be an essential tool in developing this view.

A key question firms should evaluate is which of their potentially many activities should be captured in the scope of their conflicts review processes. A firm’s investment and merchant banking activities may give rise to potential conflicts, but the question may be less clear-cut in other cases. For example, if a firm acquires an entity, what element of the acquired entity’s business activities should be included in the conflicts clearance process?

The activities to be covered through conflicts clearance can be nuanced. Some firms require their sales and trading staff to consider the intent of their customers and to report those customer trading activities the staff identifies as strategic, i.e., reflecting a customer’s interest in accumulating a position in an issuer’s securities to become an activist shareholder or engage in a hostile takeover attempt. Thus, a transaction involving the acquisition of a 1 percent share in an issuer may be treated differently depending on whether the customer is an activist or passive hedge fund investor.

Given the variety of areas in a firm’s business in which a conflict can arise, several firms emphasized the importance of the conflicts clearance office having multiple sources of information about firm activity and not simply relying on one source such as deal-logging. One firm’s conflicts office reviews potentially relevant committee agendas and includes conflicts office staff on many transaction review committees to help ensure the conflicts clearance and business selection function does not miss key conflicts situations.
NEW BUSINESS AND NEW PRODUCT CONFLICTS REVIEW

Introduction

Financial services is a highly competitive industry in which new business initiatives, including new products and services launches, are important elements in many firms’ business strategies. A firm must determine which products and services it offers, the markets in which it does so, the customers to whom the product or service is offered, and the terms and conditions that may apply. These decisions, which often involve conflicts of interest, can have far-reaching implications for firm customers. Unfortunately, the financial services industry has frequently shown limited ability effectively to manage conflicts of interest that may arise in the course of product innovation.

To be effective, identifying and managing conflicts of interest associated with new business initiatives should be a key component of firms’ new business planning and implementation efforts. FINRA reviewed firms’ approaches to two central conflicts management-related questions:

- How do firms identify and manage conflicts that may be present in a new business or product?
- How do firms resolve conflicts that may exist in their own review process?

FINRA evaluated firms’ new business conflicts frameworks primarily through the lens of firms’ new product assessments. This product focus reflects FINRA’s concerns about the increased sale of complex products to retail investors who may struggle to understand the features, risks and conflicts associated with these products. The firms with which FINRA met, manufacture, distribute, or both manufacture and distribute financial products. FINRA explored firms’ new product reviews in each of these capacities.

Effective Practices Summary: New Product Conflicts Review

FINRA observed firms engaging in a number of effective practices to identify and manage conflicts of interest that may arise through the launch of a new product or service:

- Firms’ new product review committees include a mandate to identify and mitigate conflicts of interest that may be associated with a new product. This mandate is supported by a “tone from the top” and firm culture that encourages robust analysis and debate with the objective of protecting customer interests.

- Where a conflict of interest poses the potential for serious harm to customers, and the firm cannot effectively mitigate that conflict, firms decline to offer the product to customers.

- Firms differentiate product eligibility between institutional and retail clients. With respect to the latter, some firms restrict eligibility to purchase more complex products to customers whose accounts have been approved for options trading or establish other criteria that enable the firm to ascertain an individual’s ability to understand and evaluate the risks associated with the product.

- Product manufacturing firms implement strong KYD policies and processes to assess potential distributors’ financial soundness, marketing and sales controls, sales practice and compliance mindset, quality of distribution network and technical capabilities before allowing them to sell a manufacturer’s products.

- Firms conduct post-launch reviews to assess whether a product has performed as expected.
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Manufacturing

Conflicts Reviews and New Product Review Committees

An effective practice for product manufacturers is to include as part of their new product review process a careful analysis of the conflicts of interest a product may raise and to establish measures to eliminate or mitigate those conflicts. The manufacturers with which FINRA spoke typically review new products in their firms’ new business initiative review committees.

Although there are nuances across firms, from a definitional perspective, a “new” business initiative is viewed as encompassing a new business, new market, new product or new service, as well as the offering of an existing product or service in a new jurisdiction, through a new distribution channel or to a new customer segment. In at least one firm, the risk management department decides whether a business is “new” and when the new business review process should be invoked.

From a process and structural perspective, most manufacturing firms require the business unit initiating the new business to prepare a business case that includes an analysis of possible risks, including those arising from conflicts of interest, and mitigating measures for those risks. The firm’s new business committee, and potentially sub-committees thereof, reviews these documents and may impose restrictions or conditions to address conflicts of interest or other concerns. A review committee may limit access to a product to distributors with stringent suitability frameworks, restrict the customers to whom a product may be sold, or prescribe minimum knowledge requirements for registered representatives who may recommend the product.

In part to reduce the conflict of interest that would exist if a business unit were responsible for vetting its own initiative, a new business initiative committee typically includes business, support and control functions, including information technology, operations, finance, legal, compliance and risk management. The participation of the latter functions is intended to provide a view independent from the proposing business unit on the new business initiative. The vetting process may involve various levels of seniority in the firm, depending on the perceived risk and complexity in the new product approval and can include senior firm executives. In several firms, the risk management department has final sign-off authority on a product launch and in at least one instance, risk management is responsible for coordinating the review process.

Typically the new product review addresses two aspects of a new product launch: 1) Is the firm prepared to introduce the new business and 2) Will the new business adversely affect the firm’s broader business and reputation? Each manufacturing firm emphasized the importance it attaches to identifying and thoroughly assessing conflicts that may be present in a product. One firm’s new business review policy calls for escalating all proposals that involve conflicts of interest, reputational risk or suitability concerns. In addition, and as noted earlier, other firm committees may review a new business initiative and include conflicts within their scope of responsibility.

- Firms evaluate registered representatives’ ability to understand a product, provide training where it is necessary and limit registered representatives’ access to products for which they cannot 1) demonstrate sufficient understanding to perform a suitability analysis and 2) effectively explain a product and its risks to customers.
- Firms disclose product risks to customers, including easily understandable explanations of the impact of adverse scenarios on a product’s performance.
- Firms require written attestations that clients understand a product and its risks for certain potentially more complex products.
These approaches to mitigating potential conflicts in firms’ internal processes are highly dependent for success on the culture of the firm and the specific committees involved. Reliance on the committees, and relevant control functions’ nominal independence, to help mitigate conflicts of interest will be ineffective without a culture that encourages robust debate with the objective of protecting customer interests.

Expanding Product Availability

A key challenge for manufacturing firms in the context of their new product, or other new business, reviews is to monitor the conflicts of interest that may arise as they expand product availability, for example, when expanding the range of customers to which a product is offered, loosening controls that may exist around a product’s distribution, or incrementally changing existing product features to make the product available to a broader range of investors.

To maintain effective control over conflicts when a firm changes its distribution channels from primarily institutional to also include a broader range of customers, the firm should evaluate the change process and whether it included an assessment of the appropriateness of retail distribution.

Reverse Inquiry

In addition to manufacturing firms that developing new products, a common practice (frequently referred to as “reverse inquiry”) is for distributors to request the manufacture of a structured product designed to the distributor’s specifications. Some manufacturers are developing sophisticated automated platforms to facilitate reverse inquiries, allowing select product types to be issued more quickly and in smaller notional amounts. A potential benefit of this product creation process is that it enables distribution firms to provide customers with a product customized to their needs and market outlook on economic terms that may be more favorable than otherwise obtainable. It is especially important for manufacturers supporting reverse inquiries to rigorously apply good KYD practices (discussed below) in the context of their reverse inquiry business.

Know-Your-Distributor Policies and Procedures

An effective practice is for firms that manufacture structured and complex products to implement strong KYD policies and processes to assess potential distributors for their products. These measures can help mitigate the incentive to maximize product revenue through the widest possible distribution of a product regardless of the capability of a distributor to perform effective due diligence and suitability analyses.

The following elements of a KYD process reflect effective practices:

- conducting background checks on the distributor and relevant employees (e.g., through FINRA BrokerCheck®, compliance databases), including looking for complaints or litigations;
- reviewing the financial soundness of the distributor;
- requiring distributors to complete a detailed questionnaire to help the manufacturer assess a distributor’s sales practices, marketing strategy, registered representative training, investor education, compliance culture, product classification, trade review and sign-off process and distribution strength;
- interviewing the distributor to develop an understanding of the firm’s compliance culture; experience, particularly with more complex products; and capability and willingness effectively to discharge its suitability obligations;
- obtaining information about the composition and nature of the distributor’s customer base (e.g., age, retail/institutional percentage, experience with complex products);
reviewing a distributor’s relevant compliance manuals, written supervisory procedures and other relevant materials;

- reviewing and approving the distributor through a cross-functional committee that brings relevant perspectives to bear on the potential merits and limitation of the distributor;

- reviewing sub-distributors/sub-dealers annually; some firms require them to complete an abbreviated version of the on-boarding questionnaire annually; and

- requiring distributors/sub-distributors to sign an agreement, committing to ensure adherence to relevant rules and regulations (such as suitability and due diligence).

As an example of how some manufacturers’ KYD processes work in practice, several manufacturers divide distributors into tiers—generally three levels—based on criteria such as a distributor’s product expertise and experience, the quality of its control environment, and the strength of its sales practices. Firms that are rated more highly in these areas have access to a broader range of products, including more complex products, while firms with lower ratings have access to a narrower range of simpler or more “plain vanilla” products. One firm takes a binary view of its distributors, approving them to offer all or none of the products it manufactures.

**Post-launch Product Reviews**

An effective practice for product manufacturing firms is to implement post-launch reviews to identify potential issues with a product that may not have been apparent during the initial review process, which could lead to conflicts of interest or reputational risk. Such issues could include unexpected product performance, subsequent activity by the manufacturer that may specifically influence the performance of the product, use by investors for whom the product was not intended, or use that is inappropriate or unanticipated. Firms may want to consider how they would react to these potential issues, and what actions they may want to take—such as informing distributors. The frequency and timing of firms’ post-launch reviews varies. One firm evaluates product performance within nine months of product launch and reviews existing products on a one-, two- or three-year cycle. Other firms use different approaches to identify products for review.

**Embedded Conflicts**

In addition to conflicts related to selling, FINRA is also concerned with how manufacturing firms handle conflicts of interest that may be inherent in a product. These conflicts arise where a manufacturer or its affiliates play multiple roles in determining a product’s economic outcome and where firm and investor interests may diverge (see Structured and Complex Products and Embedded Conflicts, below). Each of the manufacturing firms addresses those conflicts through disclosure.

**Structured and Complex Products and Embedded Conflicts**

Embedded conflicts may arise in products for which the issuer or an affiliate makes a variety of critical, and potentially subjective, decisions that affect the value of a product and where those decisions may cause the economic interests of the issuer and investors to diverge. These decisions are frequently performed by entities referred to as “calculation agent” and “index calculation agent.” (These can be separate entities with distinct roles; a product can have both a calculation agent affiliated with the issuer and an unaffiliated index calculation agent.)

*continued*
An index calculation agent may have discretion in how it calculates the value of an index it uses in a complex product, including, potentially, the authority to change the calculation methodology.

The calculation agent also performs a valuation function and may have broader authorities as well. Some products contain an “escape clause” relating to “hedging disruption events” that allows the calculation agent to call a product at any time if it believes the issuer or its affiliates may be unable to initiate, maintain or unwind hedges related to the product. It also may determine the value of the product to be returned to investors in the event of such a disruption, which may not be a transparent undertaking. In other instances, these escape clauses can be interpreted to effectively transfer to investors a significant portion of an issuer’s operational risk. In other instances, a product issuer has the flexibility to extend the maturity of the product at its sole discretion. In each of these instances, the calculation agent, which is an affiliate of the issuer, also determines the value of the payout to investors.

Using an affiliated calculation agent is not necessarily problematic, particularly if the calculation is simple and based on readily accessible data. However, to be effective, disclosures should clearly articulate—in terms understandable to the target customer—the multiple conflicts of interest that may arise with an affiliated calculation agent and the roles that it plays. In addition, the disclosure should make clear if the agent will make its determinations using data not easily obtainable by the target customer. The disclosure should also include any subjective aspects of the agent’s role, such as the degree of discretion the agent may exercise in determining how to calculate the index, payouts to customers or the declaration of a hedging disruption event. If the tenor of the product can be changed, the circumstances in which that could occur should be explained. As discussed elsewhere in this report, firms should consider the use of illustrative scenarios to help customers understand the situations that would trigger different possible financial outcomes from the product.

In addition, to mitigate conflicts, issuers with affiliated calculation agents should establish governance and supervisory review processes for those agents’ decisions, particularly if the agent may exercise discretion in its decision-making. These processes should be transparent and provide for the balancing of investor and firm interests.

Other potential conflicts of interest associated with complex and structured products may arise in a variety of circumstances, including in the following cases.

The use of proprietary indices by structured retail products including notes and CDs

FINRA has noted concerns with structured products in the past, including complexity and potentially high or hidden costs. In general, the increased complexity of such debt products can favor issuers over investors, and this could become a more serious issue for a structured product the performance of which is linked to a proprietary index (created and maintained by the product issuer), as additional fees associated with the use of the index can be high and in some cases difficult to assess. Some proprietary indices reflect sophisticated or complicated trading algorithms or investment strategies, which may subject investors in products linked to these indices to fee structures that can be conditional or path dependent, require detailed analysis to understand and estimate, and be very costly under certain conditions. Moreover, some proprietary indices have limited histories, and so their behavior in different market environments—and the costs associated with the exposures they offer—may be harder to estimate.
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Debt issues with early or automatic termination features and notes linked to decaying assets

Over the last few years, debt issuance in the form of exchange-traded notes (ETNs) with longer maturities (e.g., 10 or 30 years) has expanded investor access to non-traditional asset classes and more advanced investment strategies. Some ETNs can be reasonably viewed by investors as packaged investment strategies representing buy-and-hold, longer-term investments rather than shorter-term trading vehicles. A number of such ETNs have call provisions giving the issuers the ability to buy back these unsecured debt obligations at their discretion at prevailing market values. A conflict of interest could exist in the issuance of what is ostensibly a buy-and-hold investment strategy packaged in a callable debt wrapper: The issuer could terminate the notes prematurely at a significant discount to the principal amount, likely negatively and possibly unexpectedly impacting buy-and-hold investors. It is important that investors are clearly made aware of and understand the call risk associated with such investments, especially relative to competing products for which issuers would not appear to have such an incentive.

Distribution

One of the fundamental potential conflicts in the securities industry occurs in the distribution channel: the sale of products or services to generate revenue or profit without proper regard to suitability standards. This conflict affects both the registered representative and the firm. This conflict is magnified when a firm favors proprietary products or engages in revenue-sharing with third parties to the detriment of customer interests.

Conflicts Reviews and New Product Review Committees

As with product manufacturers, an effective practice for product distributors is to include as part of their new product review process a robust analysis of the conflicts of interest a product may raise and establish measures to eliminate or mitigate those conflicts. Distribution firms typically use new product vetting structures similar to those discussed above for manufacturers. (In the case of firms that engage in both product manufacturing and distribution, they typically use two, separate committees.) These committees include line of business representatives as well as support and control functions (e.g., technology, finance, risk, compliance, legal). Some firms use a multi-layered committee review approach.

In the context of firms that engage in both product manufacturing and private wealth management businesses, FINRA underscores the importance for conflicts controls of the private wealth business operating with appropriate independence from other business lines within a firm. Firms should maintain effective safeguards, including through the use of new product review committees in the private wealth business, against pressure to prefer proprietary products to the detriment of customers’ interests. This is particularly important as firms seek to leverage their brokerage and other platforms to cross-sell products and services. Equally important, firms with revenue sharing or other partnering arrangements with third-party product (or service) providers should exercise the necessary diligence and independent judgment to protect their customers’ interests.
Some retail distribution firms use new product review departments separate from the business line. In one instance, a firm’s research department makes recommendations about which products are brought onto the firm’s distribution platform. Compensation for the research staff is at least partially based on how well the products they recommend perform. These recommendations are subject to further review by other firm committees. In another instance, a separate legal entity makes recommendations about mutual funds to be brought onto a firm’s list of recommended mutual funds; this structure is intended to make these decisions independent of the firm’s relationship with the fund providers. Several firms identified products they do not offer to customers because of suitability concerns, including leveraged exchange traded funds and structured products.

Some firms with a primarily institutional customer base are implementing technology systems in which they comprehensively catalogue customers and the products those customers are eligible to purchase. These systems may block the sale of a product for which a customer is not approved unless a manager or supervisor provides an override. In one firm, both the business line and compliance department must approve the products a customer is eligible to purchase. This broader review may mitigate the incentive for an individual registered representative to push a product that may be unsuitable for a customer.

**Open Product Architecture and Revenue Sharing**

Conflicts can arise when a firm distributes proprietary products or investment company products for which a firm receives revenue sharing payments. The funds for which a firm receives revenue-sharing payments often will be placed on a “preferred” list of funds the firm offers. Proprietary products and revenue sharing arrangements may involve significant financial incentives for firms to favor these products over others. Although registered representatives do not share in the revenue sharing payments directly, they still may favor funds on preferred lists, because of training the issuer provides or because the mechanics of order processing are, in some cases, easier for funds on the preferred list. This can limit customer choice or may, in some cases, adversely affect the independence of a firm’s new product review process or a registered representative’s recommendations. Nevertheless, many firms disclose the arrangements, and their written disclosures related to revenue sharing were, in many cases, clear and direct.

FINRA is encouraged to see distributors shift towards open product architecture, i.e., the distribution of both proprietary and non-proprietary products. FINRA observed some firms that engage in both manufacturing and distribution—or which have affiliated product providers, such as, mutual funds—include on their distribution platforms both proprietary and competing third party products. These firms offer competitors’ products across a variety of product types—such as, mutual funds, structured products, and alternative investments—but not necessarily in every product type. (For example, a firm might not offer competitors’ money market mutual funds, but include competitors’ structured products and alternative investment vehicles on its platform.) Third party products make up a significant percentage of sales volumes in most cases.

In the context of a recommended transaction, an effective practice is for a registered representative to inform a customer if a recommended product is proprietary or from a preferred provider. As part of this practice, the registered representative should provide this information in advance of executing the transaction. Providing this type of disclosure will enable a customer to make a decision about whether to proceed with a transaction in the presence of a conflict relevant to that particular transaction. This disclosure supplements existing written disclosures that firms provide, frequently in account opening documents, but places the disclosure in the context of a specific customer decision.
Reverse Inquiry

The “reverse inquiry” process discussed earlier effectively integrates distributors in the product manufacturing process by allowing them to determine product features such as product structure, coupon rate, maturity and fees. While this integration is not inherently problematic, it raises potential conflicts concerns. The distributor basically acts as a “co-manufacturer” and may have incentives to incorporate features such as high selling concessions or potential higher returns at the cost of a riskier product structure.

An effective practice for distributors—and one in which many firms engage—is to put product requirements out for competitive bid across multiple firms. Factors that firms should consider in selecting a product manufacturer include competitiveness and pricing, service, innovation and credit diversification.

FINRA observed distributors taking different approaches to handling reverse inquiries with in-house manufacturing counterparts. Some firms provide the in-house supplier the opportunity to match the most competitive bid (in which case the in-house part of the firm wins the majority of the business while the competitive outside bid wins a minority portion of the product). Other firms do not provide such a second look.
COMPENSATION AND OVERSIGHT

Introduction

Financial compensation is a major source of conflicts of interest. The rewards firms offer associated persons may influence their behavior in ways that affect customer interests. In this section, FINRA focuses on four areas that may create, exacerbate or mitigate compensation-related conflicts of interest. These areas are:

- compensation for brokers;
- surveillance and supervision of registered representatives as they approach compensation thresholds;
- compensation for supervisory personnel; and
- deterrents to poor conflicts management.

The first three areas focus on firms’ retail and private wealth activities; the discussion of deterrents encompasses a firm’s business more broadly.

As an initial matter, the federal securities laws and FINRA rules require broker-dealer mark-ups, commissions and fees for services to be fair and reasonable. The SEC and the courts have held that the antifraud provisions of the federal securities laws require broker-dealers to sell securities at prices reasonably related to the market price.

Effective Practices Summary: Compensation and Oversight

In order to identify and manage compensation-related conflicts effectively, firms should take an integrated approach to designing and implementing their compensation, supervision and surveillance programs. The more significant a conflict a compensation structure may create, the more important it is for supervisory and surveillance programs to provide robust oversight. Supervisory and surveillance programs should enable firms to identify potential unsuitable activity arising from conflicts of interest across registered representatives and branch offices.

Effective practices include the following:

- **Compensation thresholds**: Firms avoid creating thresholds in their compensation structures that enable a registered representative to increase her compensation disproportionately through an incremental increase in sales.

- **Monitoring activity of representatives approaching compensation thresholds**: Firms’ supervisory programs include specialized measures to assess whether a registered representative’s recommendations may be influenced by thresholds in a firm’s compensation structure. Some firms perform specialized surveillance as registered representatives approach thresholds that:
  - move the registered representative to a higher payout percentage in a firm’s compensation grid;
  - qualify a representative to receive a back-end bonus; or
  - qualify a representative to participate in a recognition club, such as a President’s Club.

- **Neutral grid**: Firms minimize incentives in their compensation structure for registered representatives to favor one type of product (e.g., equities, mutual funds, variable annuities) over another.
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Fee-capping: Firms reduce incentives for a registered representative to favor one mutual fund or variable annuity fund over another by capping the Gross Dealer Concession that will be credited to a representative’s production.

Compensation for proprietary or preferred provider products: For comparable products, firms refrain from providing higher compensation, or providing other rewards, for the sale of proprietary products or products from providers with which the firm has entered into revenue-sharing agreements.

Customer liquidity events and suitability monitoring: Firms monitor the suitability of registered representatives’ recommendations around key liquidity events in an investor’s lifecycle where the impact of those recommendations may be particularly significant, for example, at the point where an investor rolls over his pension or 401(k).

Compensation penalties: Firms adjust compensation for employees who do not properly manage conflicts of interest. Using red flag processes and clawbacks can support this objective.

Compensation Grids

At most firms with which FINRA met, compensation grids are a principal determinant of a registered representative’s compensation. As such, they are critical in understanding the incentives, and possible conflicts of interest, that a registered representative may face. The structure and operation of grids varies significantly among firms; as a consequence, a representative generating a set amount of gross revenue may receive different compensation depending on the firm with which the registered representative is associated. Some structures are fairly straightforward, while others are more complex.

Structure and Mechanics

Typically, two factors drive a registered representative’s grid-based compensation: the revenue that the registered representative generates, and the payout percentage the registered representative receives on that revenue. In some cases, firms use a grid structure where the type of product sold affects a registered representative’s payout percentage. (Table 1, below, illustrates both types of grid; the former is frequently referred to as a “neutral grid.”)

Table 1: Illustrative product neutral and non-neutral grid comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gross Commission/ Sales Charge (figures in 000s)</th>
<th>Product Neutral Grid</th>
<th>Non-Neutral Grid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Payout %</td>
<td>Payout %: Equities, bonds, ETFs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$200-300</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$300-400</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$400-500</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$500-650</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$650-800</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$800-1,000</td>
<td>42%</td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,000-1,500</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1,500-2,500</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$2,500 +</td>
<td>48%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(The figures in this table are for illustrative purpose only and do not reflect any particular firm’s grid structure.)
The payout percentage a registered representative receives typically increases as the broker’s production rises. A $1 million producer will typically earn a higher percentage of gross revenue than a $500,000 producer with the same firm. FINRA observed a variety of payout ranges, from 28 – 47 percent at one firm to 25 – 43 percent at another and 22 – 48 percent at a third. These figures are representative for only some firms, others’ payout rates may be higher. Firms with an independent contractor model may pay out a substantially higher percentage to registered representatives, but these firms also charge those representatives more for expenses associated with their business. In addition, one of the firms with which we met takes a notably different approach to its grid: This firm pays a flat 50 percent after the first $10,000 of monthly production.

The revenue tranches, or steps, within a grid are typically smaller at the low end of the grid and increase at the higher end. At some firms, an increase of $25,000 – $50,000 will move a representative from the lowest payout level to the next lowest. At the higher end, these tranches are larger and range into the millions, for example, from $1 – $2.5 million.

Firms described two basic approaches to handling payout percentages. Under one approach, the grid differentiates payout by product type—for example, equities, bonds, mutual funds and variable annuities. Under the other approach, commonly referred to as a “neutral grid,” the grid provides a flat payout percentage in a given gross production band, regardless of product type sold. Table 1, above, provides an illustrative comparison of payout structures under a neutral and non-neutral grid.

Under both neutral and non-neutral grids, firms may calculate payout percentages in different ways. Firms may apply grid payout percentages on a prospective or retroactive basis. The time period over which production is calculated to determine the applicable payout percentage may vary as well. Frequently firms that apply the payout percentage prospectively calculate a broker’s gross revenue on a trailing 12-month basis (T12). The firm applies the T12 production to its grid to determine the payout rate that applies to the broker’s subsequent month’s production (or longer periods depending on the firm’s approach). A broker’s payout rate for April 2013 would be determined by looking at total revenue generated from April 1, 2012, through March 31, 2013. If this total was $700,000, the grid for one firm establishes a 41 percent payout rate (40 percent in the product neutral portion of the example in Table 1). The broker’s monthly grid compensation is determined on this rolling basis.

Some firms apply a broker’s payout percentage on a retroactive basis. In these cases, many firms calculate gross revenue based on calendar year production, typically starting on January 1. Firms may start the registered representative off with $0 in revenue. The representative is paid at the lowest grid level until she reaches the next revenue tranche on the grid. Retroactive adjustments for revenue earned since January 1 may happen repeatedly through the year if a representative continues to move to revenue levels with higher payout percentages.

Other Approaches

Several firms with which FINRA met do not use a grid structure based on production. Some of these firms base payout percentages on a registered representative’s years of service. Others use a non-grid-based formula to calculate registered representatives’ compensation based on metrics such as employees’ service and sales performance.
Compensation and Oversight Structures

An effective practice FINRA observed at firms is the establishment of compensation governance structures that include a mandate to identify and manage the conflicts that compensation structures may create. When firms identify such conflicts, firms adjust the compensation system to eliminate or reduce the conflict as well as establish oversight mechanisms appropriate to the scale of the conflict that may remain.

In the context of compensation grids, paying a registered representative a higher percentage of gross revenue may legitimately reward effective and hard workers and encourage higher productivity. A conflict is created, however, if a representative’s desire to move to a higher payout level influences the number or type of recommendations he makes to customers. This conflict may be heightened when there is a relatively large increase in the percentage payout between revenue tranches; when there is a high probability that a few, incremental sales will move a registered representative to a new payout level; or where increased payout percentages are applied retroactively once a threshold is satisfied.

Neutral Grids

An effective practice FINRA observed was firms using “product neutral” compensation grids to reduce incentives for registered representatives to prefer one type of product over another. In identifying this as an effective practice, FINRA also notes that while the use of neutral grids eliminates the payout percentage as a factor that may influence registered representatives’ product recommendations, the commission credit still significantly affects that individual’s compensation. For example, on a given $10,000 purchase, a registered representative may receive more commission credit for a variable annuity sale than a mutual fund sale and more credit for a mutual fund sale than an equity transaction. Thus, a $10,000 customer purchase may result in different amounts credited to a representative’s gross revenues, even though the percentage payout from the amount of the credit is the same.

In these cases, the broker’s compensation is not product neutral. Therefore, the neutral grid should not be represented to customers as eliminating potential product biases in registered representatives’ recommendations. Firms should structure their oversight programs to address and mitigate those biases that differences in compensation may create.

Commission-based vs. Fee-based Accounts

Conflicts also may arise in recommending the type of account that a customer should open with a firm. A firm that is dually registered as a broker-dealer and an investment adviser should consider whether a commission-based or fee-based account is more appropriate for a customer. Many variables, including a customer’s desire for ongoing advice and portfolio management, may affect the decision. Depending on the circumstances, fee-based accounts may be preferable for customers with a fair amount of trading activity or the desire for active account monitoring and ongoing advice. Commission-based accounts may be more cost-effective or appropriate for customers with low trading activity.

Firms should examine their procedures to ensure that they are reasonably designed to monitor inappropriate behavior. A clear conflict would exist if a registered representative who is also registered as an investment adviser or advisory representative recommends that a customer purchase a mutual fund that is subject to a front-end sales load and, shortly thereafter, recommends that the customer move those mutual fund shares into an investment advisory account that is subject to an asset-based advisory fee. This behavior is an example of an inappropriate means by which a representative seeks to increase his compensation at the expense of his customer.
Compensation for Proprietary or Preferred Provider Products

An effective practice is that for comparable products, firms not provide higher compensation, or provide other rewards, for the sale of proprietary products or products from providers with which the firm has entered into revenue-sharing agreements. The firms with which FINRA met each stated that their registered representatives are not compensated more highly for the sale of comparable proprietary or preferred provider products.

Fee-capping

In the context of mutual fund and variable annuity sales, an effective practice FINRA observed is firms’ use of “fee-capping” to reduce incentives for a registered representative to favor one product family over another for comparable products. In a fee-capping arrangement, a firm caps the GDC that can be credited to a registered representative’s grid. Any GDC in excess of the cap accrues to the firm. For example, a firm may cap at 4 percent the GDC for emerging market equity funds. This would eliminate incentives for a registered representative to favor a mutual fund that paid a higher GDC than the 4 percent. It would not, however, eliminate the potential incentive for the registered representative to recommend a fund with a 4 percent as opposed to a 2.5 percent GDC.

Supervision, Surveillance and Conflicts Management

Firms’ supervisory and surveillance processes to monitor registered representatives’ sales activities are key tools in a firm’s overall conflicts management framework. In this section of the report, we focus on supervision in four areas. The first three relate to thresholds in firms’ incentive structures: 1) step-up points in compensation grids, 2) milestones for admission to recognition clubs and 3) thresholds for back-end bonuses or other incentive compensation. These incentives may create a conflict of interest if a registered representative conducts, for example, excessive trading or recommends unsuitable or improper transactions in order to achieve a higher level of financial or other compensation. The fourth area relates to events in an investor’s lifecycle—e.g., a substantial liquidity event such as a pension rollover—that may significantly affect a registered representative’s compensation as well as the investor’s financial situation.

Supervision of Sales Activity Near Compensation Thresholds

Linking supervision and surveillance of registered representatives’ recommendations to thresholds in a firm’s compensation grid structure is one effective practice. This can enable firms to detect recommendations, or potential churning activities that may be motivated by a desire to move up in the grid structure and, thereby, receive a higher payout percentage. Unlike the two situations discussed below, FINRA is concerned that some firms’ supervision and surveillance functions have limited ability to assess a representative’s recommendations and representations in the context of grid compensation thresholds, despite the heightened conflicts that may exist as registered representatives approach those thresholds.

A second effective practice is to monitor registered representatives who are close to achieving the production level required for entry into recognition programs. In at least one firm with which FINRA met, this type of surveillance program is used to review the suitability of transactions that place registered representatives over the threshold to gain recognition in a firm’s “President’s Club” or similar recognition circle.
A third effective practice is to monitor registered representatives’ recommendations and trading activity as they approach milestones for “back-end” recruitment bonus payments. Firms generally make these payments if the recruited registered representative achieves a certain level of production by an anniversary date of hiring. Several firms monitor the compensation trends of each registered representative who is within three months of a back-end bonus milestone date. Compliance analysts monitor production spikes or spikes in product sales for each of the three months before the award date or the expiration of the bonus milestone. Another firm reviews changes in the type of products the representatives sell and suitability assessments of the recommendations they make to customers.

Supervision of Sales Activity at Investor Lifecycle Milestone Events

An effective practice is for firms to monitor the suitability of registered representatives’ recommendations around key liquidity events in an investor’s life, for example, at the point when an investor rolls over her pension or 401(k). These events may heighten conflicts of interest because of the large sums of money that may be involved. When an individual changes jobs or retires, she must decide what to do with her 401(k) account—leave it in place, roll it over to a new employer’s plan or roll it into an individual retirement account (IRA). Firms have a strong incentive to gather assets, and as a recent Government Accountability Office report noted, “...rollovers have become the largest source of contributions to IRAs.” It is not always clear, however, that rolling over a 401(k) to an IRA—as opposed to keeping money within the plan or rolling it over to a new employer’s plan—is the best option for an investor. The recommendations a representative makes at these points in time may have profound implications for the investor and deserve thorough scrutiny and review.

Other Effective Supervisory Practices

In addition to the effective practices described above that are tied to specific compensation thresholds or events, FINRA also observed more general effective supervisory practices among firms. One firm developed a surveillance program to determine whether certain products or services for which a registered representative receives more compensation were being sold improperly. The surveillance program identifies spikes in an individual’s production in these offerings from quarter to quarter. If the program flags a significant increase in production, the compliance department will review whether a particular product has caused the spike in revenue and then conduct a suitability analysis of the relevant recommended transactions. Another firm recently implemented a similar tool to assess revenue increases or shifts on a daily, weekly or monthly basis that leads to a deeper evaluation of a registered representative who is subject to production targets.

Compensation for Supervisory and Branch Management Staff

Financial incentives to registered representatives in firms’ retail and private wealth businesses are one source of conflicts of interest; the financial incentives to their managers and supervisors are another. Financial incentives for these personnel could encourage them to, among other things, push registered representatives to achieve branch or broader business unit financial performance targets without proper regard for suitability, hire poorly qualified registered representatives to meet hiring targets or perform oversight tasks in a manner favoring productivity standards over quality of oversight.
Most firms’ compensation structures for supervisory staff, branch office managers and their superiors are comprised of a base salary and discretionary bonus. The discretionary bonus may include elements that create potential conflicts of interest. Firms noted that they typically consider a variety of quantitative and qualitative factors in determining compensation for supervisors and managers. Examples of quantitative metrics include branch revenue and growth, profitability, net new assets and lending growth. Examples of the qualitative factors include an individual’s development of staff and the quality of a manager’s interaction with control functions.

Considering negative control issues—such as factoring in customer complaints or fines—in deciding bonuses for branch managers and their superiors is an effective practice. FINRA observed firms that could reduce or eliminate a branch manager’s bonus if that individual did not perform his supervisory responsibilities effectively. In some cases, negative control concerns may also affect the compensation of the individual registered representative involved.

With respect to supervisory staff, in some cases firms noted that their personnel are not part of the business reporting line and are paid on a salary plus discretionary bonus basis, and that the bonus has no direct ties to the individuals or branches they supervise. In these instances, the firm typically awards a bonus on the basis of an individual’s scope of responsibility, professional competency metrics and overall firm financial performance.

**Deterrents to Poor Conflicts Management**

Firms can mitigate the conflicts their financial incentives create through disincentives or deterrents in their compensation and performance evaluation systems. FINRA believes firms should consider imposing appropriate compensation adjustments on employees who do not properly manage conflicts of interest or otherwise engage in conduct detrimental to customers or the firm. Firms identified two effective tools they use in this regard: red flag programs and clawbacks. FINRA believes that a firm should consider employing both tools across its business, including retail and private wealth management (and to the extent permissible by state labor laws).

**Red Flags**

Firms use the compensation and performance evaluation processes to promote good conduct by their employees, including the appropriate handling of conflicts of interest. An effective practice for firms is to develop metrics for both good and bad behavior (red flags), assess employee performance against those metrics, and base compensation decisions on that performance. FINRA’s focus here is on measures of behavior related to conflicts of interest, but clearly, firms may include a variety of metrics to incent favorable conduct more generally.

The firms with which FINRA met use processes with varying degrees of formality and structure to gather qualitative and quantitative data—or red flags—about employee behavior and apply that to their compensation and performance assessment programs. On one end of this spectrum are firms that collect relatively little data, do not implement performance assessments, and whose registered representatives’ compensation structure is mostly or entirely commission-driven with little or no non-formulaic variable compensation, i.e., bonus. On the other end of the spectrum are firms that have highly formalized data collection, data review and performance assessment processes and whose employees receive a significant portion of variable compensation as a percentage of total compensation.
Firms with more formalized programs collect a broad range of information from multiple departments, including legal, compliance, human resources, risk management, sales supervision, operations and accounting. The types of information they accumulate includes registration and training lapses, trade input errors, suitability concerns, the frequency and severity of customer complaints, inappropriate or hostile behavior and other misconduct, excessive velocity, investment concentrations, mutual fund or annuity switching, audit or examination finding and credit limit violations. (Many of these measures do not relate directly to conflicts of interest concerns.) Depending on the firm, the human resources, compliance or risk management department may aggregate this information and then use it in performance evaluations as well as promotion and compensation decisions.

Most firms evaluate these red flags in a committee process—which may include a combination of staff from firm and sales management, human resources, compliance, legal or risk departments—and when warranted recommend further action. This action may take several forms. With respect to compensation, the firm may reduce a registered representative’s future grid payout rate and limit awards for referrals (or other items) for a period of time, e.g., the next three to six months. It may also require the registered representative to share in the cost of the representative’s trade input errors or customer settlements. The firm may also cap performance levels in an employee’s performance appraisal or limit an employee’s opportunities for promotion. Some firms also restrict access to employee achievement recognition programs, such as “President’s Clubs.” In some cases, firms noted that state labor laws may limit their ability to impose financial penalties on registered representatives.

One firm implements a particularly formalized red flags system, but it does not, as yet, cover customer-facing private wealth employees. The firm developed a series of indicators—or red flags—for behaviors that it would like to reduce. These include red flags for generic activities, such as overdue mandatory training and gifts and entertainment breaches—as well as for business specific activities, such as improper deal-logging and restricted list trading violations. This firm recently introduced red flags for supervisors. The more red flags a supervisor’s subordinates have, the more red flags the supervisor may have. The firm reported that the introduction of this supervisory, or tone from the top, flag was followed by a noticeable drop in total red flags. The firm risk-weights the breaches based on severity or frequency. Ultimately, these red flags feed into the compensation process and the firm has established policies to reduce variable compensation by prescribed ranges based on an individual’s red flags “score.” This reduction is communicated to the employee as part of the annual compensation discussion. The red flags score is also used as part of discussions around employees’ performance evaluation and promotions.

The firm identified several key lessons learned from implementing its red flags program. First, firm management should communicate clearly and consistently with employees about the program and its purpose. Second, the red flags themselves should be clearly aligned with an individual’s behavior. Third, the red flags should be objective rather than subjective.
Clawbacks

In broad terms, clawbacks are viewed as a tool to address conflicts of interest that might arise between an employee’s or management’s short-term interests and the long-term interests of the firm and its stakeholders. “Clawback” generally refers to a contractual clause that allows a firm to revoke some or all of an employee’s deferred compensation, in some cases including vested compensation.

Some firms apply clawback provisions only to a subset of a firm’s employees, such as senior executives, while others apply them more broadly. To date, most firms have exercised clawbacks only rarely, mostly in connection with terminations for cause. FINRA believes that clawback programs are an effective conflicts management practice and firms should consider employing them throughout their businesses to all employees that receive deferred compensation. Moreover, where implemented, FINRA believes that clawbacks should not be reserved only for instances that result in termination for cause.

Scope and Content of Policies

Most firms surveyed employ a structure that includes a deferred variable compensation component coupled with the ability to claw back or forfeit that compensation under defined circumstances, as discussed further below. Some firms limit such compensation to executives or senior management, but other firms apply it to all of their registered representatives and investment bankers as part of a bonus or incentive plan. The deferred compensation most commonly takes the form of restricted cash or equity (or a combination) and typically has a vesting period of between three and five years, although at least one firm has some vesting periods of up to eight years. In addition, some firms require minimum holding periods for stock, even if the equity has vested. Firms use these deferred compensation arrangements to better align employee interests with the long-term interests of the firm and to manage risk to the firm and, in some cases, to the market and financial system. In light of these purposes, firms tend to prohibit employee hedging activity related to equity subject to vesting or holding periods.

Firms’ compensation recoupment policies differ in scope, detail and processes, but have several common elements. The clawback and forfeiture policies usually apply only to unvested portions of deferred compensation. Firms indicated that they use other mechanisms to recoup or make adjustment for paid or vested compensation. Some firms reduce current year incentive compensation to redress circumstances or conduct that led to improper payment of unrestricted cash or equity payments in prior years. Two firms indicated they adjust the incentive compensation payout percentage for representatives that have, for example, excessive customer complaints, regulatory or ethical lapses, or significant trading errors.

Broadly speaking, there are three categories of clawbacks or forfeitures: performance-based, risk-based and behavior-based. Most of the surveyed firms include some combination of the three, with different points of emphasis. The clawback and forfeiture policies generally attach where the original compensation award is based on inaccurate financial or performance metrics or where there is a nexus between an employee’s conduct and certain events with material impact on a firm’s financial condition or reputation.
Performance-based

Performance-based clawbacks can be tied to the performance of the overall firm or business unit or the employee (and are not necessarily related to conflicts of interest). One common clawback trigger is a material restatement of financial results, as a consequence of error, not fraud. This may affect employee compensation in two ways. First, a firm may look to clawback compensation from an employee who materially contributes to the cause for a restatement. Second, firms may clawback or adjust for compensation that was tied to firm or division profitability and mistakenly awarded based on the inaccurate financial statements.

A related clawback allows for recovery of an award where a more specific performance measure is later determined to have been inaccurate. In this regard, one firm’s policies provide for recovery of incentive compensation paid to an employee on the basis of materially inaccurate performance metrics, irrespective of whether the inaccuracy leads to a restatement and even if the inaccuracy is not attributable to the employee.

Other firms have policies that permit clawbacks based on performance shortfalls, rather than inaccurate measurements. One firm can claw back awards based on negative business performance according to specific pre-defined performance standards, while another requires clawbacks for an annual loss at the firm, division or business unit. A firm with a similar policy will cancel all deferred compensation set to vest in a year where a group or division fails to generate positive net income before income taxes. One firm’s policies provide for flexibility to claw back awards for general poor performance of a team, business area or profit center unrelated to specific performance measures. Yet another firm can claw back an award if it was based on a deal or transaction that has a significant adverse effect on the firm. One firm may defer awards if the firm, line of business or product fails to remain profitable over the vesting period.

Risk-based

Many firms provide for clawbacks where an employee takes imprudent risk or violates risk policies. Most firms do not require that an actual loss result from that conduct to initiate a clawback review. One firm broadly applies its clawback policy to inappropriate consideration of risk that causes or has the potential to cause “material adverse impact on the firm, the employee’s business unit or the broader financial system.” Another firm similarly applies its policy to improper or gross negligence in identifying, raising or assessing risks or concerns with risks material to the firm. Other firms more narrowly tailor their risk-based clawback policy to apply only to material violations of firm risk limits or risk management policies.

Behavior-based

The broadest category of clawbacks and forfeitures involves employee misconduct. Most firms can recoup some or all of unvested deferred compensation in the event an employee engages in conduct that results in or could result in financial or reputational harm to the firm or violates securities laws, regulations or firm policies. Firms describe the offending conduct in a variety of ways—for example, “serious misconduct or ethical behavior” or “conduct detrimental to the firm”—yet most policies give the firm broad discretion to cancel some or all deferred compensation when an employee engages in bad acts or consequential conduct. While some firms require gross misconduct by the employee, other firms’ policies provide that negligent conduct can trigger forfeiture if the specified harm or violation ensues. Most firms automatically cancel any unvested compensation in the event of termination for cause. Some firms make such termination a condition precedent to forfeiting that compensation, but some firms can also cancel unvested compensation for misconduct or a policy breach even if the sanctions fall short of termination.
A few firms’ policies provide for claw back of vested deferred compensation. One firm can seek repayment of the value of awards already vested, but unpaid, if an employee was, or could have been, terminated for cause or engages in conduct that results in financial or reputational harm. Another firm can recoup vested compensation in the case of gross misconduct.

**Review Processes**

Firms employ different review processes to assess whether to impose a clawback or forfeiture. Many of the surveyed firms rely on the independent control functions—risk management, legal and compliance, human resources—to identify potential clawback situations or to conduct or provide input into a review to determine whether recoupment is appropriate. At some firms, a compensation committee makes clawback determinations and internal audit reviews the decision. One firm provides specific criteria to the review committee to consider in making its determination, such as the role and responsibility of the employee, the degree of involvement and the extent to which the individual raised concerns.

**CONCLUSION**

Conflicts of interest are present in many contexts in the financial services industry. There is no “one-size-fits-all” framework through which firms can manage conflicts. Firms need to assess what approach is most effective given their particular circumstances. As noted earlier, the conflicts management framework for a small firm almost certainly will be markedly different than that for a large firm; but some of the basic conflicts may be the same. All firms engaged in the distribution of securities should, for example, consider whether the incentives that stem from their compensation structures and product offering interfere with their suitability requirements. Do these structures create incentives for registered representatives to engage in unsuitable or excessive trading? If those incentives exist, how do firms structure their supervisory and other mechanisms to mitigate those incentives?

FINRA provides its observations in this report to stimulate firms’ thinking and to offer examples of how some firms address conflicts. FINRA’s expectation is that firms will use this information to, first, support a thoughtful analysis of the conflicts they face in their business and, second, implement an appropriate conflict management framework to identify, manage, or mitigate, or improve the mitigation of, those conflicts where necessary. As firms evaluate the measures appropriate for their circumstances, their reference points should include requirements in current statute and regulation, but also look beyond to encompass a broader ethical view that considers the impact of firm actions on customers. This will help firms avoid finding themselves out of step with evolving ethical norms and expectations.

The securities industry as a whole has played a tremendously valuable role in the development of the U.S. markets and economy. While they will continue to do so, the securities industry must strengthen the investing public’s trust and confidence. Addressing conflicts of interest more effectively is one important step in that direction.

Looking forward, FINRA will continue to focus on conflicts issues through its regulatory programs and will evaluate the effectiveness of firms’ conflicts management efforts. If firms make inadequate progress generally, FINRA will evaluate whether conflicts-focused rulemaking is necessary to enhance investor protection.
APPENDIX I—CONFLICTS REGULATION IN THE UNITED STATES AND SELECTED INTERNATIONAL JURISDICTIONS

United States

At the most general level, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the Act) broadly prohibits misstatements or misleading omissions of material facts, and fraudulent or manipulative acts and practices, in connection with the purchase or sale of securities. Section 15(c) of the Act prohibits a broker from effecting any transaction in or inducing or attempting to induce the purchase or sale of any security by means of any manipulative, deceptive, or other fraudulent device or contrivance. FINRA Rule 2010 (Standards of Commercial Honor and Principles of Trade) states that a firm “in the conduct of its business, shall observe high standards of commercial honor and just and equitable principles of trade.” In addition, FINRA Rule 2020 (Use of Manipulative, Deceptive or Other Fraudulent Devices) provides that no firm “shall effect any transaction in, or induce the purchase or sale of, any security by means of any manipulative, deceptive or other fraudulent device or contrivance.”

In addition to these broad obligations, FINRA and the SEC have implemented measures which mandate disclosures and outright prohibitions on certain activities.

Table 2: Examples of conflicts-related disclosure requirements and regulatory prohibitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mandated Disclosures</th>
<th>Prohibitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Firm’s Interest in the Security Recommended</strong>—Exchange Act Rules 15c1-5 and 15c1-6</td>
<td><strong>Restrictions on the Purchase and Sale of IPOs</strong>—FINRA Rule 5130 generally prohibits firms and their associated persons from purchasing a new issue for any account in which the firm or an associated person has an interest, except in accordance with the rule’s conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generally require written disclosure to a customer if a broker-dealer has any control, affiliation, or interest in a security it is offering or in the issuer of the security.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclosure and Consent When Trading on a Net Basis With Customers</strong>—FINRA Rule 2124</td>
<td><strong>Prohibition on Certain Market Activities</strong>—SEC Regulation M generally prohibits underwriters, broker-dealers, issuers and other persons participating in a distribution from bidding for or purchasing the offered security during a certain restricted period, or inducing another person to do so. Regulation M also regulates various market activities in connection with an offering and requires that firms notify FINRA or the market where certain bids are to be posted. FINRA Rule 5190 sets forth Regulation M notification requirements for firms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>requires transaction-by-transaction disclosure and written consent for net trades involving non-institutional customers. Net trades with institutional customers are subject to different consent requirements. For these purposes, a net trade is a principal transaction in which, for example, a market maker, after having received an order to buy a security, purchases the security from another broker-dealer or customer and then sells it to the customer at a different price.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Disclosure of Control Relationship with Issuer</strong>—If a firm controls, is controlled by, or under common control with an issuer of a security, FINRA Rule 2262 requires disclosure to the customer prior to commencing a transaction in the security.</td>
<td><strong>Trading Ahead of Research Reports</strong>—FINRA Rule 5280 prohibits firms from using non-public advance knowledge of a research report to change its inventory position in a security or derivative of the security.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>continued</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Mandated Disclosures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disclosure of Participation or Interest in Primary or Secondary Offering</th>
<th>Prohibitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FINRA Rule 2269 generally requires written disclosure to customers for trades in any security in which the firm is participating in the distribution or is otherwise financially interested.</td>
<td>Research Analysts and Research Reports—Among other things, NASD Rule 2711 and Incorporated NYSE Rule 472 restricts the activities of and the relationships between a firm’s research analysts and its investment bankers and personal trading by research analysts in the stocks that they cover.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disclosure of Financial Condition upon Customer Request</th>
<th>Influencing or Rewarding Employees of Others—FINRA Rule 3220 prohibits firms from giving anything worth more than $100 annually to employees of other firms where the payment is made because of the employer’s business.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FINRA Rule 2261 requires disclosure of the information in its most recent balance sheet.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Offerings of Securities with Conflicts of Interest</th>
<th>Brokerage Rewarding Fund Sales—NASD Rule 2830(k) prohibits a firm from favoring the sale of a fund because of brokerage business that has been or may be directed to the firm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FINRA Rule 5121 prohibits participation in an offering unless certain conditions are met, including prominent prospectus disclosure of the conflict.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Borrowing From or Lending to Customers—FINRA Rule 3240 prohibits these arrangements unless strict conditions are met. |
|---|---|
| Trading Ahead of Customers—FINRA Rule 5320 generally prohibits firms from trading ahead of a customer order for the firm’s own account. |

### International Organization of Securities Commissions

Concern about conflicts of interest is not confined to the United States. The International Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO)—a body of securities and commodity regulators from around the world—has developed policy recommendations and best practices related to conflicts of interest specific to various parts of the securities industry.32

### Australia, Canada and the European Union

Regulators in Australia, Canada and the European Union have adopted measures that require financial services firms, not just broker-dealers, to address conflicts of interest holistically.

#### Best Interest of the Client Standard

Australia, Canada and the European Union have all implemented a “best interests of the client” standard with respect to how firms address conflicts of interest. In Europe, under the Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (MiFID) the “best interests of the client” standard governs all aspects of the investment firm-client relationship, including conflicts of interest. In Australia, the “best interest of the client” standard applies to the provision of personal advice by financial licensees to retail clients and the “best interests” standard for investment dealers in Canada applies specifically to the management of conflicts of interest.
Conflicts of Interest Policies and Procedures

All three jurisdictions require that firms put in place policies and procedures to manage all material conflicts of interest. Among other things, these policies and procedures must clearly identify all material potential conflicts of interest and specify how an investment firm intends to address each potential conflict (e.g., by controlling, avoiding or disclosing these conflicts). Once the conflicts of interest policies, procedures and controls have been implemented, investment firms must put in place supervision and monitoring systems to ensure that they are properly implemented, maintained and updated. All three jurisdictions agree that the management of conflicts of interest cannot be achieved solely through disclosure, and that investment firms should seek first to avoid or control conflicts before relying on disclosure to resolve the conflict.

Disclosure of Conflicts of Interest

All three jurisdictions agree that when firms cannot avoid or control a conflict, they must disclose it. Canada requires that unless a firm avoids and controls a conflict in a way that “effectively ensures with reasonable confidence that the risk of loss to the customer has been eliminated,” the firm must disclose it to the customer.33 Once a firm determines that it must disclose a conflict, all three jurisdictions agree that the firm must disclose the conflict in a manner that provides sufficient information and time for the customer to take this information into account before making an investment decision.

Compensation-related Conflicts of Interest

Regulators in Europe and Australia have further determined that some conflicts of interest stemming from compensation practices cannot be disclosed away and have prohibited certain types of compensation, such as third party commissions or inducements to investment firms from product issuers and manufacturers. Starting January 1, 2013, the United Kingdom banned commissions from product manufacturers to investment firms that provide advice to retail customers and, in April 2013, banned payments from product manufacturers to platforms. The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) believes that the potential for the commission to bias an advisor or platform towards products for which they receive a commission is such that disclosure of this commission to the client is not sufficient.

In Europe more generally, there is a proposal to amend MiFID that would prohibit investment firms that hold themselves out as independent from receiving fees, commissions or monetary benefit from any third party in relation to the advice or product recommended. The Australian government goes even further in its recent ban on “conflicted remuneration,” which is any monetary or non-monetary benefit given to a financial licensee that might influence or distort advice provided to retail clients.

To address compensation-related biases by sales representatives and their supervisors, the FCA and the European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) have both introduced further guidance on how to manage these conflicts to comply with MiFID and Australia has banned performance benefits that may bias advice. These regulators found that in spite of requirements for firms to effectively manage conflicts of interest, remuneration policies and practices were leading advisors to neglect the clients’ best interests, and to focus instead on selling products that generate the highest fees. Of particular concern were financial and non-financial benefits based on sales volume and financial incentives to sell proprietary products.
APPENDIX II—TEXT OF FINRA LETTER TO FIRMS ANNOUNCING CONFLICTS REVIEW

July 2012
Re: Conflicts of Interest

FINRA is reviewing how firms identify and manage conflicts of interest. As part of this review, we would like to meet with executive business and compliance staff of your firm to discuss the firm’s approach to conflict identification and mitigation. At the meeting, we would like your firm to present on, among other conflicts related topics, the most significant conflicts your firm is currently managing and the processes in place to identify and assess whether business practices put your firm’s—or your employee’s—interests ahead of those of your customers.

This inquiry is not an indication that FINRA has determined that your firm has violated any rules or regulations. FINRA’s goal in speaking with firms about their conflict identification and review process is to better understand industry practices and determine whether firms are taking reasonable steps to properly identify and manage conflicts that could affect their clients or the marketplace. Knowing what firms do to address conflicts and the challenges they face will help FINRA develop potential guidance for the industry and determine other steps FINRA could consider taking in this area.

In preparation for the referenced meeting, we request that your firm submit the following information to FINRA by September 14, 2012:

1. Summary of the most significant conflicts the firm is currently managing.
2. Names of departments and persons responsible for conducting conflicts reviews.
3. Summary of the types of reports or other documents prepared at the conclusion of a conflicts review.
4. Names of departments and persons who receive any final report or other documentation summarizing a conflicts review.
5. Available dates and times in the fourth quarter of 2012 that executive management of your firm can meet with FINRA staff for approximately three hours to discuss the firm’s approach to conflicts of interest.
APPENDIX III—SUMMARY OF CONFLICTS IDENTIFIED BY FIRMS

As part of its targeted examination letter (see Appendix II), FINRA asked recipient firms to summarize the most significant conflicts they face in their business. This appendix summarizes firms’ responses. There was considerable overlap in many cases between these activities. Most firms organized the conflicts they identified broadly around general and business line conflicts, and FINRA largely follows that approach here. FINRA notes that in some cases, and depending on the facts and circumstances, some of the conflicts described below may rise to the level of rule violations.

General Conflicts
Firms identified a number of conflicts that cut across firm activities or that were not related to specific business lines. These conflicts include:

- outside business interests: employees may engage in outside business activities which could create conflicts of interest with the firm or with a client;
- gifts and entertainment: offering or receiving a gift or entertainment could create a conflict of interest;
- political contributions: providing political contributions could create the perception that the company is seeking a *quid pro quo*;
- charitable donations: firm or employees charitable donations could create the perception that the company or employee is seeking a *quid pro quo*; and
- confidentiality: confidential information may be used inappropriately to benefit the firm, an employee, or a client.

Supervision and Compliance Conflicts
Some firms identified potential conflicts between a firm’s supervision and compliance departments’ oversight roles and responsibilities and a firm’s or individual’s revenue generation objectives:

- producing managers may spend more time on revenue generating activities than performing needed supervision; and
- supervisory and/or compliance staff could be subject to pressure from sales management to protect revenue generating financial advisors.

Research-related Conflicts
A number of firms identified various forms of research-related conflicts of interest. These conflicts include:

- timeliness of dissemination: research may be disseminated to clients at different times thereby potentially favoring one client over another, this could include internal clients, *e.g.*, sales and trading;
- pressure from investment bankers: research may be subject to pressure from investment bankers to issue reports, or change existing ratings, to help win or sustain investment banking business;
- pressure from issuers: issuers could pressure research to issue favorable reports in return for investment banking or other business;
- preferential access to research: a firm may provide preferential access to desk strategists’ market commentary and trading ideas; and
- pressure from sales and trading: research may be biased to support the firm’s sales and trading activities.
Banking and Capital Markets
Firms identified a number of conflicts that could arise in the investment banking and capital markets area, and these relate primarily to the multiple roles a firm may play in a single transaction. There are a number of scenarios in which this could occur, including:

► advising one bidder for a company while financing another;
► advising on both sides of the same deal;
► advising a seller while financing a buyer;
► financing multiple bidders; and
► advising on the buy or sell side where the firm has an interest in one or more involved parties.

Retail/Private Wealth
Firms identified potential conflicts related to their retail and private wealth business. At their foundation, though, these relate mostly to the pursuit of revenue by the firm or its registered representatives at a client’s expense:

► firms offering, or preferencing, particular products or product providers because of their revenue or profit potential for the firm, such as through revenue sharing;
► registered representatives offering, or preferencing, particular products or services because of their income potential for the registered representative;
► registered representatives recommending transactions in order to generate revenue without due regard to suitability;
► firms offering sales incentive programs to employees; and
► firms or employees preferencing proprietary products.
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1. See, e.g., the Securities Act of 1933, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the Glass-Steagall Banking Act of 1933, the Investment Company Act of 1940 and the Investment Advisor Act of 1940.
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7. FINRA believes that the increasing “retailization” of complex products requires increased review of these products by the firms. The inherent conflicts in these products—e.g., use of proprietary indices, certain call or extension features or use of affiliated calculation agents—and their typical complexity raise serious issues for a firm preparing to sell them to retail investors. Given these concerns, some firms impose heightened criteria for eligible customers before a complex product could be recommended. In the retail context, FINRA remains concerned that reliance on disclosure may be an inadequate antidote to conflicts, unless the firm is confident that the customer can effectively evaluate these disclosures and make sound judgments about their potential impact on an investment recommendation.

8. “Compensation grid” refers to the compensation schedule many firms use to pay brokers. Typically, the more commission revenue the registered representative generates, the larger the percentage of that revenue the representative may keep. Compensation grids are discussed in greater detail in the compensation section.

9. The federal securities laws and FINRA rules require broker-dealers to have comprehensive supervisory structures. Under Section 15(b) of the Securities Exchange Act, a firm and its supervisory personnel may be held liable for failing to supervise an individual who engages in bad behavior unless (i) the firm has established supervisory procedures and a system for applying the procedures, and (ii) individuals reasonably discharged their supervisory responsibilities. FINRA also requires comprehensive supervision. NASD Rule 3010 requires each firm, among other things, to establish, maintain and enforce a written supervisory system; designate supervisory personnel; and conduct an annual internal inspection. NASD Rule 3012 details the requirements for a firm’s supervisory control system.


11. In addition to the anti-fraud provisions discussed here, these also include rules under the Securities Exchange Act, e.g., Rule 10b-10. This rule generally requires a broker-dealer to provide confirmation statements for transactions, which must note, among other information, the firm’s compensation and whether it is acting as agent or principal. Rules 15c1-5 and 15c1-6 require a broker-dealer to disclose in writing to the customer if it has any control, affiliation, or interest in a security it is offering or in the issuer of the security.

12. As noted by the SEC staff, when a broker-dealer merely processes a customer’s order, but does not recommend securities or solicit the customer, the broker-dealer’s obligations are generally limited to information related to the consummation of the transaction. See January 2011 SEC Staff Study on Investment Advisers and Broker-Dealers, at 55 (SEC Staff Study).
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16. FINRA has stated on a number of occasions that firms must take care to present a fair and balanced picture of the risks, costs and benefits of investing in a product. In promoting the advantages of a product, firms must balance their promotional materials with disclosures concerning the attendant risks. Simply providing a prospectus does not cure unfair or unbalanced sales or promotional materials, whether prepared by the firm or the issuer. See, for example, Regulatory Notice 09-31, FINRA Reminds Firms of Sales Practice Obligations Relating to Leveraged and Inverse Exchange-Traded Funds, June 2009; Regulatory Notice 08-81, FINRA Reminds Firms of Their Sales Practice Obligations with Regard to the Sale of Securities in a High Yield Environment, December 2008; Notice to Members 04-30, NASD Reminds Firms of Sales Practice Obligations In Sale of Bonds and Bond Funds, April 2004; and Notice to Members 03-71, Non-Conventional Investments: NASD Reminds Members of Obligations When Selling Non-Conventional Investments, November 2003.

17. See earlier guidance on this issue, for example, Regulatory Notice 07-55, Personnel Background Investigations: FINRA Reminds Member Firms of Their Obligations Regarding Background Investigations of Prospective Personnel, November, 2007; Notice to Members 97-19, NASD Regulation And New York Stock Exchange Memorandum Discusses Sweep Report And Provides Guidance On Heightened Supervision Recommendations, April 1997; and, with respect to supervisory visits to office with personnel who have disciplinary records, Notice to Members, 98-38, NASD Reminds Members Of Supervisory And Inspection Obligations, May 1998. Notice to Members 99-45, NASD Provides Guidance On Supervisory Responsibilities, June, 1999.
18. Firms need to determine whether a prospective employee is a statutorily "disqualified" person. The term disqualification is defined in Article III, Section 3 of the FINRA By-Laws, and among other things, renders FINRA member firms and their associated persons ineligible for membership, continued membership, association or continued association with FINRA.

19. See NASD Rule 3010(e).

20. See NASD Rule 3010(e) for greater specificity on the obligations of FINRA member firms and their hiring practices.

21. See NASD Rule 3010(b).

22. FINRA recognizes that in many firms a number of committees may review new business initiatives and that some of these may include conflict concerns as part of their remit. Here, FINRA focuses on the dedicated new business initiative review since firms identified this as the primary gateway for identifying and managing conflicts of interest in a new product launch.

23. In Notice to Members 05-26, New Products: NASD Recommends Best Practices for Reviewing New Products, April 2005, FINRA identifies a number of good practices that include, but also go beyond, conflicts of interest. In the current report, FINRA focuses on how firms address conflicts of interest in their new product review.


25. Large firms typically have a variety of committees outside the new business initiative committee where issues, including those related to conflicts, may arise. FINRA’s focus in this section is on the new business initiative committee.

26. Revenue-sharing payments can take many different forms. For example, a fund company may pay a firm additional amounts at year end based on the amount a firm’s customers currently hold in the offeror’s funds, or based on the firm’s total sales of the offeror’s funds in the previous year. They can also take the form of other cash payments, such as an offeror helping to pay the costs of a firm’s annual sales meeting. See, e.g., Securities Act Release No. 8358 (Jan. 24, 2004), 69 FR 6438 (Feb. 10, 2004), at 6441 n.17.
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28. The Commission has stated that undisclosed markups of more than 10 percent on an equity security are fraudulent, and that a markup of less than 10 percent may be fraudulent depending on the circumstances. Acceptable markups on debt securities are significantly lower.

29. See Timothy Edward Daly, FINRA Letter of Acceptance Waiver and Consent (April 27, 2012) for an example of inappropriate behavior with regard to commission-based vs. fee-based accounts.
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